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Chapter One - Introduction
“One thought cannot awake without awakening others” - Sely Friday

1.1 Introduction
Whenever there is injustice there will be resistance and sadly, the world is full of injustices of all kinds. There are,
however, groups of individuals who are trying to do something about these injustices, creatively. Such resistance
can be found in the form of culture jamming: an eclectic collection of sub-cultural practices ranging from various
forms of media sabotage, billboard alterations, media hoaxing, subversion, computer hacking, and elements of
graffiti (Klein, 2001:287; Dery, 1993:7).
The method of culture jamming as a means of activism has been gaining momentum in the past years as Naomi
Klein in No Logo (2001) pinpointed. Almost all of the many examples of culture jamming given by Klein, Dery
(1993), Lasn (1999) and many others, have caused me to laugh out loud, if not smile at the ingenuity, daring, and
genius of their work. The daring and audacity of some jammers is quite astounding I find. Here are two examples.
A Californian based group of culture jammers, the Billboard Liberation Front (BLF), reclaim, or in their words
liberate, billboards in their area. These billboards are huge freestanding structures, some high above the ground,
which requires mountain climbing personnel to reach. Their ‘liberations’ deal with issues in society that they feel
need to be dealt with in a different fashion. For example changing the content of a billboard advertisement for
Camel Cigarettes from featuring ‘Joe Camel’, to read, “AM I DEAD YET?”, by means of covering up some of the
letters on the billboard, they change the whole message of the advertisement to an anti-tobacco advertisement
(Image 1). With their parody they raise the questions about problems associated with smoking.

Image 1. Am I Dead Yet?, From Billboardliberation.com

Image 2 Do women have to be naked…,From Guerrillagirls.com

A different style of culture jammers, based in the New York area started jamming against the ideology of our
Western culture that is (still) discriminatory in many ways. Calling themselves the Guerrilla Girls because they
wear gorilla masks to conceal their identities and use guerrilla style tactics, they create posters with facts about
different renowned organization’s discriminatory practices and present them in a sarcastic and satirical way (Image
2). The Guerrilla Girls also mentioned in an interview that they realize that humour can be used “...as an effective
weapon1”. Long before this George Orwell wrote that; “Every joke is a tiny revolution [because] […] it upsets the
established order” (Orwell, 1970:325) and “…to be funny, indeed, you have got to be serious” (Orwell, 1970:329).
Even if culture jamming activities are not humorous they still ultimately hope to create change within the established
order through what they do.

1

The full interview can be found online at: http://www.guerrillagirls.com/interview/index.html
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Culture jamming is about creating a consciousness. It is about trying to generate an awareness through creating
subtle changes to aspects of our cultural environment, with which we have become so overly familiar with that we
cannot see it for what it really is. As Hall (1961) wrote; “Culture hides much more that it reveals, and strangely
enough what it hides, it hides most efficiently from it's own participants.” (Hall, 1961:39). By jamming, creatively
playing with well-known aspects of our cultural symbols, jammers hope to be able to point out the cracks in the
facade of what our culture has become. They feel that our culture is not ‘ours’ anymore but one that is composed
and prescribed to us by large money making, money generating media, advertising or other large corporations. “The
need to identify with a culture outside the global spectacle is being felt by young people all around the world” (Cox,
2001: 68).
An Adcult has devoured all other cultures. The high, the low, the popular and the folk have all been taken over by
the Adcult, a culture where advertising is the dominant culture (Twitchell, 1996). This projected, prefabricated
culture is what some groups of people are jamming. They are taking pieces of the media’s crafted culture and are
making it their own. However, the media with all their power and copyrighted materials and content, would rather
not want this to occur as it is changing their intended message(s). Culture jammers are recapturing and reusing what
should be everyone’s cultural capital, for their own and making it their own.
By using this reclaimed culture, jammers are also often saying something about a reality. More so, they are often
jamming for the purpose of creating an awareness in a media driven world where the media makers often choose not
to carry content that will end up subverting their own existence. Culture jamming is a means of creating a
transparency in the mainstream media’s portrayal of the state of the world. As the media’s portrayal is often merely
a construction of a certain select group of people’s ideas of the world this often causes, or neglects, numerous
inequalities and injustices in the world (Pritchard, 2000). One solution is to make people aware of these
misrepresentations by re-representing and reconstructing the media’s portrayal of reality. To do this, they are going
to have to upset the status quo, in other words; revolution.
The background for this thesis leans on what George Orwell wrote about every joke being a tiny revolution. If
something humorous can cause a mini revolution (and a revolution is the desired effect) then a joke is truly an
effective weapon. How does this work? Is humour, as an ‘effective weapon’ as the Guerrilla Girls mention,
something that culture jammers generally use? And if it is indeed the case, then what kind of a role or function does
humour fulfil? Does humour help gain attention to the issue(s) at stake? Does it make the issue(s) easier to
understand or remember? Does humour help to reduce any boundaries with regard to the issues?
I am interested in understanding more about the use of humour in the culture jamming ‘culture’. The main question
I would like to ask for this study is thus; What role does humour play in culture jamming activities?
To help answer some of these questions, others will inevitably have to be asked. Further questions that need asking
with regard to the main line of research can be divided into theoretical and empirical questions.
On a theoretical level, i.e. in literature on the subjects;
What is culture jamming?
What is humour?
What kinds of humour are there and what sorts of functions can and do they fulfil?
On an empirical level;
What kinds of humour can be found in the activism of culture jammers?
How is humour used and interpreted by culture jammers?
To try and answer some of these questions as best as possible the research has been divided into two sections. The
first section is a semiotic analysis of various culture jamming images. The second section is an interview analysis of
interviews conducted via email with different individuals involved with culture jamming. Both aspects of this
research are of a qualitative nature, which implies that the goal of the research is to describe the meanings and
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interpretations given by those involved, on certain issues or processes, and to describe these interpretations and
meanings in the language of those involved (Den Boer et al., 1994:147). This research is an explorative and
investigative look into culture jamming, and the role of humour.
The first section is a semiotic analysis of a sample of twenty-five culture jamming images, selected from a range of
culture jamming websites on the internet (Adbusters.org, Billboardliberation.com, Buga-up.org, Cleansurface.org,
Popaganda.com, and Subvertise.org). I chose to limit the analysis to an analysis of images of billboards because
most of the literature on culture jamming has used billboard alterations as their primary examples (Dery, 1993; Cox,
2001; Klein, 2001). By culture jamming websites I mean those sites that have a selection of culture jamming
content, not sites that are themselves in a sense the content of a jam, such as the parody site www.gwbush.com. The
former category of site is in most cases a showcase for culture jamming texts that have occurred outside of
‘cyberspace’, i.e. billboards that have been altered, or other forms of advertising that has been changed from it’s
original form. The gwbush.com site is a complete online parody of another website.
The analysis looks into the message(s) of the original advertisement and how the alteration(s) change the
message(s). Using Berger’s techniques of humour classification (1999) as an aid I can determine what kinds of
humour have been used and describe the possible effects of these changes. Semiotics is a useful tool in this regard
because it allows us to “…understand how people find meaning in life - in objects, in rituals, in texts of all kinds”
(Berger, 2000:51). This connects up with the second part of my research, an analysis of interviews with individuals
from the culture jamming environment.
The second stage of this research deals with trying to understand the culture jammer’s use and interpretation of
humour and culture jamming. Interviews were conducted with people who are involved, or have been involved in
culture jamming activities. The basis for interviewing these people was to get a better understanding of the
meanings and interpretations that they give to (their) culture jamming activities and humour. Over 60 people were
sent emails asking them if they would participate. Only 25 responded to this initial contact these 25 were
interviewed further via email. The first part deals with notions of culture jamming, its concepts and examples while
the second part deals with aspects of humour, what the interviewees find to be humorous culture jamming, why,
how, and principally the functions that it can fulfil.
However, why research culture jamming and or humour, or both together? The answer is Awareness; media
awareness and an awareness or consciousness of our surroundings. With the amount of media in this day in age,
there are inevitably media which are harmful and media which are positive and can help society. Media content can
inevitably influence people in what they believe, how they act and what they think about (Pritchard, 2000:1).
Various schools of media research have been looking into the idea that the media seem to portray a false state of the
world. The Frankfurt and the Birmingham Schools, two main critical and cultural studies schools have been
investigating this idea, that the media create a ‘false consciousness’, which is basically beneficial for their own
economical background. These schools, in studying how the media work and how they can be ‘re-worked and
deconstructed’, are gaining insights into how the media can be bettered to serve society as a whole, not just
themselves. Also, the more people learn and become aware of how the media work, the more they can understand
why it looks and works as it does, and what can be done about it if the need arises.
Looking at how culture works, and how the media works to make culture, it is possible to gain insight into the
tendencies of how these inequalities of society work, with regard to ideology, commercialism or any other form of
exploitation. This method is not new and continues along the critical and culturalist approaches of the Frankfurt and
Birmingham Schools, which do not choose to accept the prevailing liberal capitalist, neo-liberal order. This
alternative paradigm has a “…wide concern with inequality and sources of opposition in society.” (McQuail,
1994:48). As with the Frankfurt School and the Birmingham Schools this thesis research can be considered to lean
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on a culturalist approach. I am also concerned with “…examining or prescribing how media ought to operate if
certain values are to be observed or attained” (McQuail, 1994:4).
Awareness and the anti-movement can be funny. Anti-advertising, anti-TV, anti-consumerism, anti-capitalism, antiglobalism, anti-corporations, empowerment, anti-branding, no-logo’s, no-borders, true freedom of speech, proenvironment, and a whole lot more. There are a lot of things, serious things, which are not included in this short list
that can still get people into a heated discussion. Anything that makes you angry, any kind of powerlessness and
lack of self-affirmation, is essentially a reason to seek a solution for the problem. “Powerlessness and lack of selfaffirmation lead to aggression, as repeatedly asserted by psychologists and psychiatrists. Psychological
powerlessness is the result of past events, but the situational and cultural powerlessness is the result of the here and
now” (Hall, 1976:6). Anger can arise from a problem and problems are only to be solved. Anger can be solved as
well as problems and disputes, misrepresentations and injustices. Culture jamming and humour are maybe a way
around direct conflict. Culture jamming generally always has a goal, a socially relevant goal, or moral to the action.
These motives can be easier to swallow with humour, which I believe is also an inherent element of culture
jamming.
Humour has been studied quite extensively on many different levels. However, as far as I know it has never been
looked at with regard to culture jamming or any other form of activism. Investigating the sociological aspects of
humour and the communications aspects of culture jamming I hope to learn more about the role of humour in this
resurging phenomenon of culture jamming. It can help give insight into this form of activism, an awareness of its
possibilities, and how it can be fine-tuned. These issues are what I will be looking into by doing this research.
Following this introduction, chapters two and three will be dealing with the theoretical aspects of this research.
Chapter two will be looking into the theory of culture jamming. In this chapter on culture jamming, I will be
explaining more on what culture jamming is and also how it has evolved, as the idea of culture jamming is not an
entirely new one. A basic concept of culture jamming will be described and three examples of groups that have
been active for many years jamming will be dealt with by briefly looking at their manifestos. In chapter three I will
be specifically investigating humour. Four theories of humour and a grouping of five general functions of humour
will be explained. Chapters four and five deal with the empirical part of this research. Chapter four is the analysis
of 25 billboard images, the alterations that have been made to them, basic interpretations that can be made about
these changes, and why they can be perceived as humorous. The beginning of this chapter will also explain more
about the semiotic method of research used to analyse these images. The chapter following this, chapter five,
negotiates through 25 email interviews and it begins with a short methodology section. This chapter continues by
investigating the culture jamming aspects of the interviews and then the aspects dealing with humour. Finally, a
concluding chapter follows the chapter dealing with the interview analysis.
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Chapter Two – Culture Jamming
“The definition of culture jamming is the lost definition of art.” - Kidpele, INT 15a
In this chapter I will try to give a more in depth description of culture jamming and it’s evolution. I will also explain
a concept of culture jamming and look into some of the manifestos behind the culture jamming activities of the
Billboard Liberation Front, BUGAUP, and Adbusters.

2.1 What is Culture jamming?
The definition of culture jamming is not clear-cut. One of the underlying reasons for doing this research is to look
into the question of what culture jamming is or can be. To begin, I will explain the combination of the two words
that make up ‘culture jamming’ and give a brief summary of the definitions that can be found in the various
literature.
Culture, has been defined by Pinto (2000) as dynamic systems of rules that a group of people pass on from
generation to generation, and these internalized rules form a reference of how members of the group view the world
around them (2000). It is a model for reality (Heezen in Pinto, 2000). Culture as an abstract concept, is basically a
framework or ‘map of meanings’ that helps make things intelligible to its members (Clarke, 1976:11). In this way it
is very subjective because it is distinctive to the way groups or individuals interpret and experience their
environment (Banks, 1995:8). It has always “…dictated where to draw the line separating one thing from another”
(Hall, 1976:230). Mary Douglas (1992) put it nicely when she wrote “Culture is nothing if not a collective product”
(Douglas, 1992:125). It is all that in human society, which is socially rather than biologically transmitted, a general
term for different symbolic and or learned aspects of human society (Marshall, 1994:104).
The second part of the term culture jamming, has several meanings. To begin with jamming can be interpreted as
used in the musical sense. Musicians ‘jam’ or go with the flow of the music, using their spur of the moment
inspiration to create music with others. They are playing creatively within the context of the band setting, or
performance, and a new text or musical piece is created. A second use of the term jamming comes from world of
CB radio broadcasting. Jamming is “…CB slang for the illegal practice of interrupting radio broadcasts or
conversations…” (Dery, 1993:6). For example, when a frequency or radio conversation is ‘jammed’, the
transmission is interrupted and thus the original message is either lost or misunderstood by receivers.
Merging both definitions of jamming with culture, culture jamming can be seen technically as the innovative and
alternative ways in which people are offering a form of creative, non-violent resistance against the way we view
the world, either for the sake of the interruption or for getting an alternative message across. A less technical,
and more general description of culture jamming is that it is an eclectic collection of sub-cultural practices ranging
from various forms of media sabotage, billboard alterations, media hoaxing, subversion, computer hacking, and
elements of graffiti (Klein, 2001:287; Dery, 1993:7).
This definition of culture jamming can be found in its different sub forms, in the various literature on culture
jamming. Cox (2001) for example, sees culture jammers among other things as; “People who are finding
innovative and alternative ways to communicate using the very means the corporate sector itself uses, to different
ends. [He or she] turns the message back on the sender, the better to expose the unequal power relations at work in
what Guy Debord called ‘The Society of the Spectacle’” (Cox, 2001:67). Another idea of culture jamming,
expressed by Klein (2001), is that culture jamming “…baldly rejects the idea that marketing – because it buys its
way into our public spaces – must be passively accepted as a one-way information flow” (Klein, 2001:281). This
idea comes from Eco’s (1986) description of ‘semiological guerrilla warfare’. He writes; “The receiver of the
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message seems to have a residual freedom: the freedom to read it in a different way. I am proposing an action to
urge the audience to control the message and its multiple possibilities of interpretation. [...] One medium can be
employed to communicate a series of opinions on another medium. The universe of Technological Communication
would then be patrolled by groups of communications guerrillas, who would restore a critical dimension to passive
reception“ (Eco, 1986:138-144).

2.2 New Dogs, Old Tricks
The actual practices involved in culture jamming are nothing new. In Russia after the 1917 revolution and
subsequent civil war, a form of propaganda dubbed agitational propaganda, or ‘agit-prop’, was used to stir up the
emotions of the popular movement. Various street festivals, public art, posters, murals and other mass-action
carnivalesque styles of activities were organized with an underlying goal of maintaining a celebratory momentum of
revolutionary enthusiasm in the time when this momentum was dispersing (Clark, 1997:77-78).
Culture jamming practices are also a continuation of the radical aesthetic practices of the Dadaist and Surrealist
movements. The Surrealists, as culture jammers today, try to subvert the common sense, collapsing the
“…prevalent logical categories and oppositions (e.g. dream/reality, work/play)” and celebrate the abnormal and
forbidden (Hebdige, 1979: 105). They try to juxtapose two or more distant realities so a strange collage aesthetic is
created, which jolts the ways in which the everyday life of the collaged objects are perceived. The normally
incompatible realities are combined and an “…explosive junction occurs” (Ernst in Hebdige, 1979: 106).
Finally, culture jammers, as the Situationists of the 1960’s, are basically postmodernist revolutionaries (Lasn,
1999:100). During the late 1950’s Situationist International was formed when various European avant-garde groups
joined together. The Situationist’s ideology, critique of modern society and their “…methods of agitation were
influential in leading up to the May 1968 revolt in France”1. Central to the Situationist movement were the writings
of Guy Debord and the concept of a ‘spectacle society’. The idea of a ‘society of the spectacle’ means that all our
society has been built upon spectacle and hype. A solution, or escape from this spectacle is through détournement
(Debord, 1998). The Situationists believed in détournement, which among other things means deflection, diversion,
misappropriation, hijacking, and turning something aside from the normal course or purpose2. The whole idea of
détournement was to devalue the original, inhale history, everything that comprises culture and society. Each
element that was détourned would lose its importance and hopefully also it’s original sense of being while at the
same time giving each element a new scope and effect3. The Situationists, as do contemporary culture jammers in
general, want to create situations where for a short while at least, they can try to step outside ‘the society of the
spectacle’ (Lasn, 1999:103-104). One suggestion of the Situationists, for example, was to place on/off switches on
all the streetlights, for the individual to decide if they needed light or not. This was in a sense protesting the way in
which the Situationists felt their lives were being controlled. They wanted to live “…not as an object but as a
subject of the story” (Marcus in Lasn, 1999:100). Culture jammers continuing in the ideology of the Situationists
involve themselves ‘in the story’ by simply re-circulating, re-cycling, reprogrammed media texts in the mainstream
(Cox, 2001).

2.3 Culture jamming Evolution
Mark Dery’s article Culture Jamming: Hacking, Slashing and Sniping in the Empire of Signs (1993) is perhaps one
of the first articles to go into some depth of what culture jamming is and where the term came from. According to
Dery, the term ‘cultural jamming’ was coined by Negativland, a collage rock band in the early 1980’s. They used

1

Knabb, K. (01-11-01). Preface to the Situationist International Anthology. URL:http://www.slip.net/~knabb/SI/preface.htm.
Debord, G. & Wolman, G. (1956). A User’s Guide to Détournement. Translation Knabb, K. (01-11-01) Bureau of Public Secrets.
URL:http://www.slip.net/~knabb/SI/detourn.htm.
3
Situationist International. (1959). Détournement as Negation and Prelude. Translation Knabb, K. (01-11-01) Bureau of Public Secrets. URL:
http://www.slip.net/~knabb/SI/3.detourn.htm
2
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the term to describe some of their visually orientated activities, which included making subtle alterations to
billboards and other general acts of media sabotaging (Dery, 1993:6). From the band’s semi-illegal audio sampling
as a collage band, they evolved into visual sampling of everything they saw around them.
The Dadaist and the Surrealists, already briefly discussed above, began altering their realities in the 1920’s. The
Dadaists, for example, rejected dominant cultural values of the time and used photomontage among other techniques
to subvert and agitate (Clark, 1997:31-32). The Dadaist looked to not simply ‘copy’ art as before, meaning what
had come before them, but to create by re-ordering and changing social interpretations of reality. The Surrealists
were more revolutionary. They “…sought the overthrow of capitalism through the liberation of the unconscious; a
revolution of the mind based on complete personal freedom from both external oppression and from internal
repression or censorship of the minds unconscious life; as expressed in dreams and fantasy.” (Clark, 1997:33).
Salvador Dali and Rene Magritte are two well-known Surrealist artists (Images 3 & 4).

Image 3. Illuminated Pleasures, Salvador Dali

Image 4. Return, Rene Magritte

There are also earlier examples of groups involved in altering ‘reality’, specifically media texts. In the late 1930’s
an ex-advertising agent, James Rorty started a magazine called The Ballyhoo, which was about the “…reader disgust
with advertising” and was targeting the “…bloated body of advertising” (Rorty in Klein, 2001:305). The Ballyhoo
featured changes done with the messages of numerous ‘bothersome billboards’.
Around the same time the situationists in France were détourning, a performance artist named Joey Skaggs began
jamming the media, pulling pranks and hoaxes, from 1966 onwards, with the intent to “...annoy the status quo, as
well as to help make social change through awareness...”1 In his pranks he uses elements of truth, humour, irony,
and satire to target closed-mindedness, prejudice, hatred, unquestioning thinking, and to attack misuse of power by
media, government, business and religion.2
The concept of culture jamming is nothing new, but it is having resurgence because of new technological
advancements and the simply supply and demand effects. Large corporations have become the easy targets for a
movement of resistance from a progressive new left, against commercialism and its ability “…to overpower the
traditional authority of religion, politics and schools” (Klein, 2001:287). The growth of globalism and
commercialism has gone hand in hand. With both these phenomenon the high, low, popular and folk cultures have
all been taken over by the Adcult, a culture where advertising is the dominant culture (Twitchell, 1996). There is
also a feeling among young people the world over that they need to be able to identify with a culture outside the
global spectacle (Cox, 2001: 68) and step outside the process of ‘cultural homogenisation’ (Lasn, 1999:26). Central
to this homogenisation of culture are the logos, brands and advertisements of the corporations, the Adcult.
Contemporary culture jammers are part of a growing anti-global, anti-corporate, and anti-commercial movement,
1
2

http://www.joeyskaggs.com/html/manif/index.html
http://www.joeyskaggs.com/html/comm/comm6.html
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that are creatively protesting and resisting these aspects of the global spectacle (Klein, 2001). They are about
introducing noise into a signal as it passes from transmitter to receiver, and it can be a blend of anything from art,
media, or parodying an alternative opinion (Dery, 1993).

2.4 Culture jamming Concept
Culture jamming is a form of resistance against this ‘cultural homogenisation’. One element of culture jamming
explained in an unpublished chapter of Symbol Soup (1999), entitled Brandpicking1, is called brandpicking.
Brandpicking is described as the ‘heart of culture jamming’. The explanation of brandpicking, I feel is synonymous
to culture jamming in general and best represents what the elements of culture jamming are. The ‘heart of culture
jamming’, brandpicking, consists of three motivational aspects which form the three sides of a conceptual triangle;
social criticism, fun and design (Platteel & Rohde, 1999:2). The three aspects of culture jamming are not
necessarily mutually exclusive to one another.
One side of the triangle is the social criticism aspect. There are critical motives and goals behind what culture
jammers do. In most cases these motives involve creating social, environmental, political, or economical awareness
of issues in one form or another. An example of this is Adbusters’ editor Kalle Lasn, who in his book Culture Jam,
The Uncooling of America (1999), despairs over the way people around the world aspire to American ‘success’, a
false sense of progress and the problems with over consumption, which is inflicting great environmental damage on
our world. His criticism is directed towards corporations, who by taking over taken over media outlets and
suppressing people's attempts at expression are perpetuating these problems. The idea is that by jamming, and in
effect exposing a situation, an awareness of the issues is created, even if indirectly. Getting people to think about an
issue either way, for even a moment, is getting them involved in their surroundings. Culture jamming is in this
sense “…a protracted war of ideas, ideologies and visions of the future” (Lasn, 1999:xvi).
A second aspect of culture jamming is that it is fun. Changing advertisements, fighting as an underdog, and general
subversiveness can be fun and liberating to do, not only if just for the sake of doing it, but for the reactions it often
stimulates in others; it is often funny or humorous to see. Ideas as to exactly why these aspects of culture jamming
are humorous shall be discussed later on in the chapter on humour.
The third aspect, design, is closely connected to fun. The design aspect of culture jamming activities is that people
are engaged in creating a semiological world for themselves by re-creating and recycling pre-existing images and
culture. There are two levels to this aspect. The first level is the physical designing or re-designing, which involves
artistic creativity. Designing can be fun and challenging to recreate or create things within certain boundaries
already imposed by the images, or advertising campaigns in one’s own surroundings. Culture jamming can manifest
itself by “…giving a twist to symbols that embody the intrusive practices of main stream culture” (Platteel & Rohde,
1999:2). Ron English’s work is a good example of this. He frequently paints over billboards, using his artistic
talent to often include images or characters from other advertisers or large corporations, such as Disney’s Mickey
Mouse characters (Image 5).

1

This unpublished chapter can be found online at http://www.somanydynamos.com/pdf/brandpicking.pdf. References to this chapter are made as
if it was published in Symbol Soup.
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Image 5 Times Square, From Popaganda.com

Design can also be new and inspiring and perhaps solve a certain problem. This is the second level of the design, it
is a method of problem solving. Finding or creating a solution to a problem involves a certain amount of thought
and or design before it can really be implemented.
It is in these aspects of fun and design that culture jamming has been around for a while but in other entities.
Contemporary artists have always used their art as a way of “…provoking ‘them’ and liberating ‘us’” (Platteel &
Rohde, 1999:6). The attractiveness of working with logos and pre-existing advertising materials is that the
companies behind them are so powerful that by altering them, “…the effort of creating a semiological world of your
own” (Idem:4), it helps relieve feelings of repulsion with regard to the influence advertising appears to have over
people. Advertising and brands are a sort of new religion, which we can buy into, in our secular world (Idem:4).
They are also omnipresent and by looking through them, fighting for autonomy, it can be liberating (Idem:1).

2.5 Culture jamming Manifesto’s
“Culture jamming is a fight for autonomy” (Idem:1). Culture jammer resistance or protest is in most cases a
resistance against the, or a dominant and inflexible other. There are different reasons behind the various culture
jamming activities that are usually found in written form in a manifesto as a means trying to legitimize, or at least
give some clarity to outsiders about their activities. I shall briefly discuss a few manifestos of several culture
jamming groups.
Adbusters, a magazine published by the Adbusters Media Foundation, is one of the more familiar culture jamming
groups. Adbusters are a “…global network of artists, activists, writers, pranksters, students, educators and
entrepreneurs who want to advance the new social activist movement of the information age [and] topple existing
power structures [to] forge a major shift in the way we will live in the 21st century.”1 The culture jammers
manifesto from Adbusters is about reclaiming (our) culture from the corporations, brands, TV advertisements, and
other ‘archetypal mind polluters’ (Lasn, 1999:128). Cleaning up the way we think will eventually have effects on
the way we live which should be as inconspicuous to the earth’s environment as possible. If we think about taking
public transport, biking or walking instead of using our polluting cars, if we think about the circumstances involved
in making some of our clothes, the sweat shop labour involved, we might do something about it. Adbusters feel that
we should be re-evaluating the ways, in which advertisers for so long have ‘suggested’, we live. Reclaiming our
cultural capital is a start.

1

http://adbusters.org/information/foundation/
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In Australia a movement called Billboard Utilizing Graffitists Against Unhealthy Promotions (BUGAUP) became
active in the late 1970’s. Activists involved under the umbrella of BUGAUP targeted billboards and other outdoor
advertising which promoted unhealthy lifestyles and were socially or visually assaulting. Later on they targeted
predominantly advertising for tobacco and alcohol. The BUGAUP movement was protesting the invasion of publicspace by advertising, which it saw as a one-way form of communication and argued when in a public-space two-way
interaction should be allowed. BUGAUP forced responses by altering slogans and adding text to various billboards
in the public-space.
The Billboard Liberation Front (BLF) is a group that has been altering billboards in the Californian area for over
thirty years. Their manifesto involves the idea that ‘the ad’ is the voice of our age and that “…He who controls the
Ad speaks with the voice…”1. Most advertising is avoidable in one way or another except the public-space
advertising media such as the billboard. Since, at the moment there are limited billboards available, they are
encouraging people to use the current advertiser’s billboards thus creating a desired two-way dialogue. The BLF’s
goal is to have a personal billboard for every citizen because they feel that to ‘Advertise is to Exist’ and ‘To Exist is
to Advertise’.
In general, the activities of culture jammers are giving resistance, using a creative approach, to some part of the
dominant, mainstream ideology for any number of reasons. They are trying to show others that there is an
alternative although this is hard to see from the inside looking out. “Culture hides much more that it reveals, and
strangely enough what it hides, it hides most efficiently from it's own participants” (Hall, 1961:39). By poking even
a small hole through the dominant paradigm they are exposing the (or a) dominant culture for what it really is.
Hopefully this causes others to glimpse the possible alternatives, and makes them think about what actually makes
their culture theirs, what the building blocks of their culture are. Culture jamming is not only about giving criticism,
positive or negative, about an issue but it is also “…about taking a critical stance towards the surrounding culture,
often described as mainstream, capitalist and consumerist” (Platteel & Rohde, 1999:1). It is a reaction towards this
omnipresent mainstream cultural power that culture jammers feel is forcefully dictating its collective codes and
imperatives on them.

2.6 Conclusion
Culture jamming is a collection of different sub-cultural practices, which consist of generally redirecting any
information flow. It is done for a variety of reasons and is having a slight resurgence the last five years in targeting
large commercial organisations, corporate entities and or other unaccountable media.
The links to be made between culture jamming and humour can be found in two of the motivational aspects of
culture jamming as described in Brandpicking. Playfulness and having fun quite often involve laughter, which in
turn can also be the effect of humour. The interesting way in which culture jammers operate discovered so far, is
that they frequently use humour in their work, which can be done for a number of reasons. Some of these reasons
will be looked at in the section on humour and the two analytical chapters.

1

http://www.billboardliberation.com/rant/manifesto.html
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Chapter Three – Humour
“There’s no strict rules, humour is such an instinctive thing.” - Lachlann Partridge, INT 11a2
In this chapter I will be looking into humour, what it is, the various theories that try to explain it, and some of the
functions it can fulfil with regard to culture jamming.

3.1 What is humour?
The idea of what humour is and what causes something to be humorous is hard to define. There is no real definition
of humour as such but it generally consists of certain reoccurring aspects. Humour is often non serious in it’s nature
(Kuipers, 2001:9). It is based on a communication process or transformation of meaning and it can easily break
through taboos or conventions, as well as have an ability to degrade things (Idem). Humour and humorous
meanings are culturally defined, as a matter of taste (Kuipers, 2001:13 & Palmer, 1994:178). One of the definitions
Raskin (1985) gives of humour is that it is “…a frame of mind, a manner of perceiving and experiencing life.”
(Mindess in Raskin, 1985:7). However, Raskin’s own definition of humour is simply that humour is
interchangeable with ‘funny’ (Raskin, 1985:8). Palmer (1994) sees humour as “…everything that is actually or
potentially funny, and the process by which this occurs” (Palmer, 1994:3). Other words frequently used with
humour are laughter, comic, ludicrous, funny, joke, wit, and play.

3.2 Humour Theories
There are many different theories as to what actually causes humour. Both Morreall (1983) and Raskin (1985)
discuss three basic theories, the superiority, incongruity, and relief (or release) theories. None of the theories are
totally comprehensive but a synthesis of them can explain most of the reasons why we laugh (Morreall, 1983:3 &
Raskin, 1985:30). Morreall also discusses a fourth theory of his own design, a synthesis of the other three theories
called the psychological shift theory, which he feels better explains why we laugh.

3.2.1 The Superiority Theory
One idea of humour is that it is based on a concept of superiority. The superiority theory deals with the feelings and
emotions that people have with humour (Kuipers, 2001:23) and the relations and attitudes between speakers and
interpreter (Raskin, 1985:40). Aristotle, and later Hobbes recognised a relationship between such concepts as
superiority, malice, aggression, and disparagement with humour. Humour can be used to make another group feel
ridiculed or less dignified (Kuipers, 2001:28) and can create a sense of superiority (Berger, 1995:38). “Superiority
is always […] something felt relative to others [and we find] those inferior to one’s self at whom we can laugh”
(Berger, 1995:39). People laugh when they get the feeling that they are winning or at least on the way towards
winning, a feeling of superiority.
There are several problems that have been recognised with the superiority theory. Basic communication theory
explains that there is always a possibility for some kind of distortion of a message between the sender and receiver
(Fiske, 1990). Another critique of the superiority theory is that it is often hard to determine who or what is the target
of humour and that not all jokes are necessarily at the expense of others (Kuipers, 2001:27). A third critique is that
the meaning of a joke is not always predetermined and that a joke may not always be reduced to simply one meaning
(Oring, 1992:16-22). The superiority theory neglects the ambivalence of humour (Kuipers, 2001:30, Oring 1992).
There are also cases of humorous and non-humorous laughter that don’t involve feelings of superiority (Morreall,
1983:14).
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3.2.2 The Incongruity Theory
Incongruities are abnormalities. The incongruity theory of humour basically says, “…all humour is based on some
kind of surprising difference between what we expect and what we get” (Berger, 1995:44). The theory places
emphasis on the structure(s) and stimuli of humour (Kuipers, 2001:23 & Raskin, 1985:40) and deals more with the
cognitive process of information than the other three theories (Morreall, 1983:15). According to this theory,
resolving the differences between what we did or did not expect and what we actually get, is what causes us to find
the incongruous situation amusing (Deckers & Buttram, 1990:55). We laugh when we experience something that
does not fit into our normal schemata (Morreall, 1983:16). In a way the idea of resolving incongruities is a method
with which we resolve the cognitive dissonance perceived from a situation. When we encounter something out of
the ordinary, something incongruous and unfamiliar, we search our mental library to try and explain this, to resolve
our dissonance and uncomfortable situation (Aronson, 1995:178-179). If no explanation can be found we eventually
create one. We experience a negative emotion upon which puzzlement occurs and in resolving the puzzlement, or
not, amusement occurs (Morreall, 1989:6). The incongruity theory is more a theory about the puzzle-solving
situation that may or may not lead to amusement.
What is lacking in the incongruity theory is a real explanation of the social character of the humour. The theory
makes no real allowances for the role of the audience or the social context the humour and it also does not explain
the non-cognitive aspects of humour (Kuipers, 2001:27).

3.2.3 The Relief Theory
Basically the theory explains that humour and laughter serve as a release for mental, nervous or psychic energies
that have built up, and that can be homeostatic (Morreall, 1983:23-24 & Raskin, 1985:38). The relief theory only
comments on the feelings and thoughts of the interpreter of the humour (Raskin, 1985:40). It looks at the physical
results and the biological functions of humour (Morreall, 1983:20). It also deals more with the effects of humour
such as the release of tension (Morreall, 1983:21) or pre-existing energies (Kuipers, 2001:31). In a sense it also
deals with the resolve of cognitive dissonance, which makes us feel better. Morreall (1983) explains that as with
any good punch line, tension is built up until reaching punch line that breaks the tension. Hence, the punch line
functions as the stimulus for breaking the tension (Kuipers, 2001:32). The superiority and incongruity theories
essentially form the basis for the relief theories and can easily be combined (Kuipers, 2001:32).
One problem with this theory is that it is unclear if the release of tension is only a function that humour fulfils or if it
is the essence of humour (Kuipers, 2001:35). Another problem raised is that laughter does not always result from an
excess or overflow of energy. “Laughter situations sometimes involve a release of nervous energy” (Morreall,
1983:37).

3.2.4 The Psychological Shift Theory
The psychological shift theory is an amalgamation of the other three theories, developed by Morreall (1983). The
theory explains that; “Laughter results from a sudden, pleasant psychological shift” (Morreall 1983:39). When a
change of our psychological state, cognitive or affective, occurs with a degree of suddenness or surprise, the change
is perceived as pleasant or amusing (Morreall 1983:38-39). The psychological shift can be emotional, sensory,
perceptual or conceptual (Morreall, 1983:47). The enjoyment of the experience or psychological shift can only
occur if it does not involve urgent practical needs with regard to our well being (Morreall, 1983:53). The necessary
ingredients are pleasantness and suddenness. If a sudden change caused fear instead of a pleasant experience we
would not likely laugh (Morreall, 1983:53 & Palmer, 1994:99-100). Also if the change was gradual we would have
time to adjust our perception or senses to the change, and thus the situation would not be seen as incongruous.
Morreall’s explanation is “…that laughter is the natural expression of amusement” (Morreall, 1983:59).
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Each of these four theories has their own merit and with an understanding of each of these theories it is possible to
now look at some of the functions of humour and how they work.

3.3 Functions of Humour
Humour can fulfill functions, being a useful catalyst for many different circumstances, five of which will be
discussed below. But first, in using the term ‘function’ I am using it here to mean an effect, purpose or correlation.
I am looking at these functions in slightly the same way as does the uses and gratifications approach. This approach
basically assumes that the media are used for “…problem resolution in matters such as information seeking, social
contact, diversion, social learning and development” (McQuail, 1994:318-319). The uses and gratifications
approach deals with functions from the audience’s point of view, i.e. the audience that actively seeks certain
functions of a medium, in this case humour.
The numerous functions of humour can be manifest as well as latent. Any categorization of functions will inevitably
be inadequate as most functions transcend boundary classifications. As my thesis generally proposes that humour
can fulfill certain functions with regard to culture jamming I will describe functions that I feel are of relevance to the
phenomenon of culture jamming. There are several general recurring themes, relief from tension, anxiety or fear,
breach of inhibitions and celebration of consociality that can be found in the numerous functions of humour (Palmer,
1994:62). Only a few of the various functions of humour will be discussed here. I have chosen to group various
functions into the following five categories; unspeakable alternatives, subversion, liberation, identity and interaction.
These categories, I feel, best represent the general functions that deal with culture jamming. There are undecidedly
many more functions of humour, but I will only be dealing with these five.
The various functions of humour discussed here are not necessarily mutually exclusive to one another. There can be
simultaneous functions for a single case of humour. Another aspect is that an individual case of humour can have
diverse effects. It can function differently with, or for different people. One person’s interpretation can vary from
another’s. For example the person who is the brunt of a joke may or may not find the joke, at their expense,
humorous.

3.3.1 The Unspeakable Alternatives
Culture jamming often expresses alternative views or ideas, and shows or breeches taboos that would otherwise not
be tolerated by the mainstream (Palmer, 1994:60). Humour allows the mention of taboo subjects because it allows
for a possible escape route if the subject matter is too serious, or perhaps goes to far while breeching a taboo. In this
way taboos become reasonably risk free. Not only does humour help reduce inhibitions to taboo subjects but it also
subverts “…well-established rules of behaviour by raising taboo topics that can remain on the agenda” (Palmer,
1994:61). For culture jammers this last aspect of agenda setting is of vital importance because in most cases it is
hard for them to get their messages in to the public agenda. In some cases this is what they are trying to fight
against, the dominant media paradigm.
Humour can also be used to attract attention (Sippitt & Fowler, 1999:16). Taboos and humour involving taboos or
inhibitions that have perhaps been taken one step too far are thus seen as an irregularity for some groups, and thus
attract attention. A secondary effect of the attention attraction is that irregularities in the form of taboos are talked
about, inside or outside the group. The humour becomes the subject of discussion between people. This is also part
of the idea behind humour as a social lubricant, getting people to talk together about a subject. Finally, by using
humour and understanding it, people are agreeing, in part, about the meaning of the humour. I say in part because
the interpretation of meaning is very ambiguous, and we may not be finding some thing funny for the same reasons.
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3.3.2 Subversion and Resistance
Subversion is the act of undermining characters, morals, or the allegiances others, with (or without) a certain goal in
mind. Per definition, its possible undermining effect, it is essentially a form of resistance. Because subversive
activities are ‘not openly’ acceptable activities, from whoever’s point of view, they are often dubbed alternative.
These kinds of activities often deal with taboo subjects so in a sense could also be a subcategory of both
unspeakable alternatives as liberation, which will be discussed below. One of humour’s functions can be thus to
subvert. In simply presenting an alternative to the mainstream that is unwanted or unwarranted, by whatever powers
that be, the idea of what is being presented is perhaps undermining the mainstream thought process.

3.3.3 Liberation
Humour can be used as a distraction, or liberation (Morreall, 1983:101). Bob Dole concludes in his book Great
Presidential Wit (Scribner, 2001) that “Laughter and liberty go well together”. Political humour is important as a
means of resistance or coping under duress (Morreall, 1983:102; Berger, 1995:97-98). In creating a distraction,
either in allowing people to think about an alternative reality or in getting others to release tension by laughing,
people can possibly be made to feel liberated.
Going back to the dominant media, they have become the authority figures by default, for many people. In making
fun of an authority, in the form of the dominant media or the dominant political parties for example, the authority
becomes less of an authority and more of an equal. It is also a way of being able to feel superior by being able to
‘bring down’ an authority figure. For some people this can also be a form of justification, having justice served.
The idea is that those who have perhaps reached a level of status in an incorrect way are ‘brought down’. The
method of ‘bringing down’ an authority is often through pointing out their mistakes. Seeing others making mistakes
can also often be a gratification of humour (Berger, 1995:97-98).

3.3.4 Identity
In sharing humour it can strengthen social communities (Morreall, 1983:103; Palmer, 1994:58), it can lead to
acceptance within a group, and be helpful in tying to please others (Morreall, 1983:115; Sippitt & Fowler, 1999:16).
As most humour is culturally (contextually) bound, in sharing the same contextual use of humour individuals are
showing that they understand a group’s culture. At the same time it can also reinforce that same culture by
distancing itself from another in a binary sense. Humour can help affirm values and give identity to groups in the
affirmation of these values (Berger, 1995: 97-98). It can define the perspectives of a culture jamming group as well
as also make others identify with the culture jammers, thereby gaining support for their main message. In this
regard humour can be helpful for learning, both for the recipient and the sender (Morreall, 1983:94).

3.3.5 Interaction
Humour can facilitate social interaction in different situations because it can alleviate offensiveness by redirecting
the serious aspect of the situation. (Morreall, 1983:116). It is not only a social lubricant (Kuipers, 2001:19) in the
sense that laughter is often a shared experience (Berger, 1995:97-98), but it also offers a flexibility and openness
(Morreall 1983:128). In contrasting a humorous attitude with a serious attitude it makes both attitudes easier to
understand (Morreall, 1983:121). It is helpful for the communication process as it can also stimulate at least a basic
form of agreement between people.

3.4 Conclusion
As I have already described, there are four generally accepted theories surrounding humour and how it can be
explained, the superiority, incongruity, relief and psychological shift theories. A blending these theories allows for a
more comprehensive approach towards understanding humour in general.
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I have also briefly described five broad categories of functions of humour with regard to culture jamming. These are
functions dealing with unspeakable alternatives or taboos, subversion, liberation, identities, and interaction. Culture
jamming makes use of many of these functions of humour because they can be extremely useful. The functions of
humour discussed are some of the basic underlying objectives of culture jamming, i.e. liberation of the mind, dealing
with taboos, creating and dealing with identities and generating interaction. How some of these functions are
specifically used and seen by culture jammers will be discussed in the following two analyses chapters.
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Chapter Four – Billboard Analysis
"Keep America Beautiful, Grow a Beard, Take a Bath, Burn a Billboard.” – Edward Abbey

4.1 Introduction
This chapter looks at how the different billboard advertisements for this study have been analyzed and the general
findings of those analyses. After a brief methodology description pertaining to these analyses an example, “Think
Disillusioned” case #3, is given, of the way in which the analyses were carried out. The rest of the in depth analyses
can be found in the appendix. Following the brief introduction, methodology and the example analysis, I will
discuss the findings from all 25 analyses.

4.2 Methodology
A semiotic analysis was done on a sample of culture jamming images, i.e. billboard alterations1 that were found on
the internet. Over 50 images from various websites were downloaded and a sample of 25 of these images was taken
for the analysis. The images were found on the following websites: Subvertise.org, Cleansurface.org,
Billboardliberation.com, Adbusters.org, and Popaganda.com. The 25 selected images were taken randomly from the
rest and give a general representation of the images (billboard alterations) from the sites chosen.
The images are scans of the photographs (digital images) of billboards that have been physically altered with spray
paints, or have had some other form of alteration made to them. I was hoping to avoid images that have been
scanned and digitally altered and then put online. The reason for this is that I was looking for images that had been
done in the public domain. Images altered in the comfort of your home, behind a computer screen are something
quite different from altering, or adding some aspect to a huge billboard in the outdoors.
The reasons I have chosen to use images of billboard alterations are twofold. First of all, billboards are in the public
domain, and thus they are visible to everyone who passes them by. They may be considered to be more widely
accessible to the public than for example, television or magazine advertisements. These last two media still leave
the audience the choice of tuning out, or putting down the magazine whereas the billboard is a semi-permanent
feature of the landscape. Secondly, the alterations to billboards vary from adding graffiti to complete new vinyl
additions on huge billboards that are very hard to reach, in the case of many BLF alterations. Thus alterations range
from reasonably high tech and well organized to very low budget operations. Assumingly all the alterations are
illegal.
The choice of using images from the internet was that the internet provides a greater availability of the kind of
images needed. The internet has become a space where culture jamming groups or individuals can present their
work ‘virtually’ to the rest of the world while it allows them to stay relatively anonymous at the same time.

4.2.1 Semiotics
The analysis carried out on the sample of billboard alterations was a semiotic analysis and was chosen because this
type of analysis lends itself very well for the study of images. Umberto Eco in, The Theory of Semiotics (1976)
writes that “...semiotics is in principle that discipline studying everything which can be used in order to lie” (Eco,
1976:7). One of the possible reasons for the resurgence of culture jamming is that it is based on the critical idea of
1

I have chosen to use the term alteration because I feel it to be the most neutral term available. The Billboard Liberation Front (BLF), for
example as their name implies, describe their activities as liberating billboards. The connotation that I have with the term liberation is that the
billboard was thus previously suppressed in some way or another. On the other hand, the owners and advertisers using the billboards might call
this kind of billboard alteration vandalism or destruction. The term alteration is therefore more neutral.
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advertising, that advertising may be telling us more than we want to know, even things that are not true, (either in a
positive or negative sense).
By studying advertising, or altered billboard advertisements with a semiotic
perspective, it is possible to look closer at those techniques being used and how these techniques can effect our
interpretation of the message.
Semiotics is the study of signs and the way they work. It sees communication as a way of generating meaning in
messages. “Every act of communication to, or between human beings [...] presupposes a signification system as its
necessary condition” (Eco, 1976:9). The study of signs is the study of the different ways in which signs can convey
meanings and the way people who use them relate to these signs (Fiske, 1990:40). It is also a study of the meanings
a culture gives to these signs since many signs and symbols are based on codes and conventions which “...constitute
the shared centre of any culture’s experience” (Idem:82). Codes and conventions also “...enable us to understand
our social existence and to locate ourselves within our culture” (Idem:82). Using semiotic perspective to look at
billboard advertisements, it is possible to see how all the little pieces fit together to create a certain possible
meaning. It is also possible thus, in the case of altered billboard advertisements, to see in what way(s) the original
message has been changed, through simply altering some of the pieces, signs, of the billboard.

4.2.2 Semiotic Building Blocks (definitions)
In the analysis several aspects of the billboard are described in the terms that need to be first clarified. The
terminology includes signs, symbols, indexes, icons and texts1, all of which will be explained briefly. A sign is a
physical entity which refers to something other than itself, but that also needs to be recognized as such a sign by its
users (Fiske, 1990:41). Three main elements involved with the study of meanings are “...(1) the sign, (2) that to
which it refers and (3) the users of the sign” (Idem:41). Pierce (in Fiske, 1990) looks at signs one step further by
breaking them down into three types, which are themselves also connected; an icon, an index and a symbol. “An
icon bears a resemblance to its object” (Idem:47). A map is an icon of a landscape for example. An index is “...a
sign with a direct existential connection with its object” (Idem:47). A well-used example of an index is smoke,
which is an index of fire. A symbol is a sign that is based on codes and conventions. Words are good examples of
symbols as they are based on conventions. These categories, the icon, index and symbol, can all be used to form one
sign. All these terms have been used in the analysis of the billboards to describe their elements.

4.2.3 Terminology examples
A billboard advertisement is a sign, the primary function of which is to convey meaning to as many people as
possible, or to those that can essentially recognize it is a sign. Billboards also make use of the various categories of
signs. For example the billboard advertisement for Audi (image 6) has numerous examples of all of these
categories.
‘Form : Function’ as words are symbols which are based on conventions in the English language that let us
understand the associated meaning. Without an understanding of the English language we would not necessarily be
able to understand the combination of letters, which are also symbols that form these words. The image of the car is
an icon as it is a direct representation of the physical object. In the bottom right hand corner there are four interlocking circles that form the Audi corporate logo. This is also a symbol because we have been taught to read and
connotate this logo with the car manufacturer Audi. The Audi logo is very similar to the Olympic logo, also with
circles, so perhaps the Audi logo designers wished to associate, themselves with the Olympic excellence. The
whole idea behind these logos is that corporations want them to be a representation of their identity (Berger,

1

The use of the term ‘text’ can cause some confusion if not properly defined. Texts can be either literary, as in the sense of letters that combine
words and sentences, or as in a piece of information that could also be an image. Texts are most frequently associated as pieces of writing that
are read. Images can also be read. A text is thus a piece of information (Fiske, 1990:2-5)
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1999:132). The lack of a background colour accentuates the side view of the car in the centre of the billboard, and
since the car’s contours are very sleek they could be seen to symbolize speed.

Image 6. Form: Function, From Subvertise.org

4.2.4 Current Data Analysis
The analysis of the sample images for this study involved asking several questions. For each billboard analysis I
followed a basic structure. Basic information was given in so far as it was known, such as where the image was
found, when and by whom it was altered, and what the original advertisement was for. Secondly, a description of
the elements that could be seen in the advertisement was given. These included the basic, visible, signs and
symbols. Following this a description of all the possible alterations or additions to the original advertisement was
given. Finally, I looked at how the changes effected the advertisement’s original message, what the new message
might possibly now be, and what possible situations of humour generation could be found in the altered billboard.
With the help of Berger’s (1999) techniques of humour classification it was possible to become sensitized to the
kinds of humour that had been used within advertisements. I was able to determine in general what kinds of humour
had been used and what the main message of image appeared to be.
In the analysis of the billboard alterations I have given certain interpretations. I have tried to be as open and include
as many different ways at looking at each image as possible. There are undoubtedly other interpretations that can be
made about each image. Following the example case, #13, “Think Disillusioned”, a discussion of the analysis of the
billboards and the ways in which they were classified will be given.

4.3 Example - “Think Disillusioned” (Case #3)
“Think Disillusioned” a billboard advertisement from San Francisco, California, USA. The alteration was done on
April 28th, 1998, by the Billboard Liberation Front (BLF). The photograph is by Jack Napier, who is one of the
founding members of the BLF (image 7).
The unaltered billboard is an advertisement for Apple Computers and features a black and white photograph, an
icon, of the Dalai Lama, who has his hands clasped together. He is looking towards the viewer in a peaceful and
humble way. In the upper right hand corner there is a multi-coloured symbol of a skull, with a slight bite out of its
top right side. Below the skull there are the words, in effect symbols, “Think Disillusioned”. This advertisement is
part of a series of images used with the accompaniment of Think plus a new replaced word, in a campaign by Apple.
For example Alfred Hitchcock is paired with “Think Dead”, Richard Branson with “Think Dork” and Ted Turner
with “Think Dividends”.
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Image 7. Think Disillusioned, From Billboardliberation.com

What seems to have been changed? The alterations that have been made to this billboard are so subtle and resemble
the original so well that they only can be recognized if the audience had previously seen the original advertisement.
In the upper right hand corner the multi-coloured skull has replaced the Apple Computer logo, a multi-coloured
apple with a bite out of the top right side. Underneath the original logo was the text “Think Different”. By looking
closely at the billboard you can just notice that these two subtle changes have been made.
The original billboard advertisement was associating several different things. The line “Think Different” was
connected to the Dalai Lama and his situation in Tibet. The Dalai Lama is well known for his peaceful struggle
against the Chinese oppression in Tibet, and Apple Computers wants to be associated with the Dalai Lama’s positive
struggle. Apple also wants to show that it also thinks peacefully, spiritually and alternatively about matters in
society and essentially with regard to it’s own technical innovations. The concept that can be read into this
advertisement is that the ‘different’ thinking can often help achieve great things and this is what Apple Computers
also wants to be associated with, i.e. the computer that can help you achieve you goals, whatever and however great
they may be.
The simplicity of the two words “Think Different” gives a lot of space for the billboard’s audience to give whatever
meaning(s) they choose to the billboard’s message. It lets the reader decide what the computer, or computer
company, would or should mean to them.
What do the changes to the billboard do? In the first place, the message has been changed from a positive,
encouraging, and productive message, to one that is rather negative, suggesting that there is little chance for seeing
the light. The message, it seems, is no longer being very helpful. The multi-coloured skull adds more effect to the
negative vibes of the ad, the negative connotations of death and destruction we normally would associate with
skulls, and the disillusionment. A jolt occurs when we combine this negative vibe of a message and the presence of
the Dalai Lama, who looks like he is either saying “Think Disillusioned”, or at least has endorsed the message.
If the icon of the Dalai Lama, also a symbol of the fight against oppression, is viewed in conjunction with the skull,
and the quote, another jolt occurs. Normally we would probably not associate a smiling Dalai Lama as telling us that
all is in vain, so we try to resolve our confusion by scrutinizing the billboard for other clues for example. Upon
scrutinisation of the advertisement we see that it has been altered. This jolting of logics through the simple changing
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of language, and the resolution of the illogical situation, are perhaps two of the ways that are making us find the
altered advertisement funny.
What is the new message saying? There are several possible ways to interpret this altered advertisement. One way
of looking at this is that the BLF are commenting on the use of the Dalai Lama, by Apple Computers. The BLF are
perhaps trying to say that the acquisition of the Dalai Lama for commercial gain, the selling of Apple Computer’s
image and computers, is not entirely ‘wholesome’. The fact that the Dalai Lama’s image, in the sense of his wellknown peaceful aura, is perhaps being misused by the advertising industry for commercial gain gets the disapproval
of the BLF.
The BLF could also be commenting on the ‘disillusionment’ of the internet technology (IT) sector’s growth. This
billboard alteration appeared just after Apple announced a slight growth in its market share (Bowman, 2001). In
general this could be the BLF’s comment on the idea that the IT sector’s growth is irrational (disillusioned), and that
this technology stock market bubble will eventually burst, as it is all one big illusion. In this case “Think
Disillusioned” would be a direct comment on the way society is being told to think about the progress and market
growth of large companies, such as Apple Computers.
The BLF’s manifesto explains in an extremely satirical way among other things, that the BLF feel every person
should have their own billboard for communication purposes. Since, at the moment there are limited billboards
available, they are encouraging people to use the current advertiser’s billboards thus creating a desired two-way
dialogue. By changing this billboard the BLF are essentially talking back to the advertiser about what they think of
the advertisement, the company advertising, and perhaps several other general aspects of society which the BLF
would like people to think about.
What is humorous about this billboard? Well, as has already been explained briefly, the billboard jolts our sense of
logics. The Dalai Lama is a spiritual leader who is in a struggle against the oppression of his own country would not
likely be telling us to “Think Disillusioned”. We therefore think twice about what is being said. The situation is
absurd and slightly confusing, both of which are situations that that lend themselves to humour generation.
Another way in which humour is generated is through the parody of Apple’s logo, the almost perfect copying of the
original fonts and colour used in the presentation of the quote. The altered advertisement is playing with the
identities of both Apple and the Dalai Lama. The viewer, if they have seen the original advertisement before, can
recognize the differences, and perhaps chuckle at the cleverness of the BLF’s subtle alterations.

4.4 Discussion of Billboard Analyses
The individual analyses of all the billboard alterations and the 25 images used can be found in the appendix. The
following table (table 1) shows a compilation of the findings that will be discussed below.
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NAME OF BILLBOARD

NAME OF BILLBOARD

Be Revolutionary
Breathe
10
19
(SUBVERTISE)
(POPAGANDA)
Fug Cough
Marlbore
11
20
(CLEANSURFACE)
(BLF)
Think Disillusioned
Shit Happens
12
21
(BLF)
(BLF)
Hook Any Kids Today?
LSD
13
22
(POPAGANDA)
(BLF)
Close Cover Before Cremating
Last Post For Your Liver
14
23
(POPAGANDA)
(BUGAUP)
Aim High – Bomb the Pentagon 15
Life’s Rough Without Empathy 24
(SUBVERTISE)
(CLEANSURFACE)
Your Apathy is Our Strength
Shit Retch
16
25
(POPAGANDA)
(CLEANSURFACE)
Keep Hope A Lie
Cars Pollute My Heart
17
(POPAGANDA)
(SUBVERTISE)
Lots More…
No Substitute For Fair Trade
18
(CLEANSURFACE)
(SUBVERTISE)
Table 1. Names and references of analyzed billboards.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

NAME OF BILLBOARD
Am I Dead Yet?
(BLF)
If It Were A Lady…
(SUBVERTISE)
Blueprint For The Future
(ADBUSTERS)
Thimply The Betht
(SUBVERTISE)
Fatal Error
(BLF)
I Only Smoke Facts
(BLF)
Be On Edge
(BUGAUP)

4.4.1 Graffiti versus Image/Text
There are several ways in which billboard advertisements can be altered. Two basic ways I have found, in the
selection of images used for this study, are what I labelled as the graffiti style and the image/text style. The
distinction between the two is very basic.
A graffiti type of addition means that the alteration is primarily an alteration that is actually done using some form
of a spray paint or kind of marker as in case #1, “Be Revolutionary” (image 8). However, the alteration could also
have been made to look like it was done in a graffiti style, for example in case #17 “Cars Pollute My Heart” (image
9). In this case it is the advertiser, not the jammer that makes the advertisement to look as if part of the
advertisement (the heart shape in the right side) has been made by a passer by. By doing this, the advertiser is
giving their advertisement a form of street credibility and authenticity.

Image 8. Be Revolutionary, From Subvertise.org

Image 9. Cars Pollute My Heart, From Subvertise.org

The image/text style means that a very professional looking addition has been made. These additions are usually
pre-made alterations with text lettering, logos or other ‘completed’ images that have been pasted up over the original
advertisement with some kind of glue. They have been made to look like the advertiser may have done it
themselves, at least that was probably the goal in many cases.
Graffiti
Of the 25 images I analyzed, 10 advertisements had been altered in the graffiti style. Two of these, case #25, “Be
On Edge” (image 10), and case #21, “Blueprint for the Future” (image 11) had sections of the advertisement
blocked out with paint or marker. In both cases, the original advertisement underneath was still slightly visible.
Case #21 has been made to look almost as if the alteration was supposed to be non-apparent to the viewer because
from a distance it looks like the advertisement could have originally been intended to be like this. The blue paint
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that was added over some of the letters matches the background colour. Case #25 on the other hand seems a little
messier because it was done with a black marker over a red background so we can actually see that a change has
been made as the black contrasts the red.

Image 10. Be on Edge, From Bugaup.org

Image 11. Blueprint for the Future, From Adbusters.org

The other 8 cases that are labelled under the graffiti style can all be clearly defined as graffiti additions. The way in
which, in most cases, spray paint is applied to the advertisement, it is possible to see that an unsteady hand has done
the painting, and probably in a hurry. It is often also possible to see the dribbles where too much paint has been
applied. The colours, style, fonts and unsteady lettering all show that the additions where done in the graffiti style.
All the graffiti additions are protesting the original advertisements product or company behind the product, or
making a general statement about some aspect of society’s reality. Of these 8 graffiti additions 6, are directly
protesting the original advertisement. The additions are in the form of an answer back to the desk of the advertiser.
They are creating a two-way dialogue, as the answers are a sort of repartee towards the original advertisement’s
message.
Two of these graffiti style additions have used the original advertisement primarily as a medium to make a statement
about something other than the actual advertisement. Case #1, “Be Revolutionary” and #15 “Life’s Rough Without
Empathy” (image 18), are most likely not targeting the advertisement’s content but using it as a means to make a
general statement about other issues. These two advertisements have contents that the alterer merely uses as a
foundation for their own comments. This will be discussed in more detail later on.
Image/Text
The rest of the images analyzed are basically making use of the image/text style of alteration. Included in these 13
images are 5 images by Ron English that I have labelled ‘new creation’ billboard advertisements. These are
included under the image/text category because they are completely new advertisements but English has taken
collective cultural symbols, indexes, and icons, and incorporated them into the piece. In a sense they are using
image/text style alterations but completely in a new context. Two images that are good examples of this are case #5,
“Close Cover Before Cremating” (image 12), and “Smooth Character” (image 13), also by Ron English.
Image/text style alterations involve some kind of planning or design work. A bit more preliminary work must be
done in contrast to the graffiti style alterations that have been looked at in this study. Image/text alterations rely
more on the visuals. They make use of the original’s style and try to imitate it as best possible. Any alterations they
make look like the original in style but are in many cases saying something complete contrary to the original
advertisement's message. Case #3, “Think Disillusioned” by the BLF, is a good example of this. They copy the
fonts, style and colouring of the original Apple advertisement and make their part of the message negative. The also
replace the Apple logo with a very similar, round in shape and in the same shades of colours, logo with a skull.
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From a distance, or squinting, it appears to be the normal advertisement but the visual imagery has now been
hijacked and is telling an alternative message.

Image 12. Close Cover Before Cremating, From Popaganda.com

Image 13. Smooth Character, From Popaganda.com

The image/text alterations are very creative in their designs and in the ways in which they present their alternative
messages. The imitation aspect of this style makes it look like the original advertiser is the one (still) behind the
message. In many cases this makes the advertiser look ridiculous because they are saying something counter
productive to their own cause.
The new creation images by Ron English are, on first impression hard to tell apart from the ‘original’ advertiser’s
billboards. Case #10, “Breathe” (image 14), is a good example of a completely new billboard, an image using the
Marlboro logo and colours (image 15), but that has simply replaced the Marlboro name with “Breathe”. English just
re-uses the logos, but instead of changing an available billboard with this message he has painted a completely new
one and pasted it up over some other advertisement.

Image 14. Breathe, From Popaganda.com

Image 15. Package (with logo) of Marlboro Cigarettes.

English has also frequently re-used the Camel cigarettes cartoon character Joe Camel in his work and made him
appear in situations where Camel would leave well alone. Case #4, “Hook Any Kids Today” and #5, “Close Cover
Before Cremating” are two examples of this. These two advertisements are, at first, difficult to distinguish from an
original Joe Camel advertisement until the whole impact of the message presented, one of anti-smoking, becomes
clear.

4.4.2 Visible versus Invisible (non-apparent) Alterations
This is a binary categorization as an alteration is either visible or non-apparent. One possible way in which an
audience can see an alteration is that the audience knows right away that the advertisement has been altered, perhaps
without even reading the message. The alteration is highly visible. The other way is that the audience takes some
time in discovering the alteration, even after viewing or reading the whole message. The alteration is invisible or
non-apparent. The visible alterations are often the case with graffiti alterations as they stand out from the original
advertisement with their contrasting colours, fonts, and eventually the message. The non-apparent alterations,
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situations where the viewer is not directly aware of any change, are often the case with image/text alterations
because they imitate and impersonate the originals so well.
Almost half of the images analyzed in this study could be classified as directly visible, whereas the rest (14 images)
were non-apparent alterations. The BLF and Ron English advertisements are good examples of non-apparent
alterations.
For example case #8, “Keep Hope A Lie” seems like a very positive image in all aspects. You might even read over
the last word in the slogan if you were previously familiar with the popular line that reads “Keep Hope Alive”. The
interesting aspect is that the altered image and message might linger in the mind. Eventually it becomes apparent to
the viewer that this billboard was not what they really thought it to be. In many cases these kinds of “…surrealistic
and metaphorical violations of reality are particularly well-suited to the requirements of visual advertising precisely
because of their ability to combine an eye-catching first impression with a more substantive message” (Messaris,
1997:17). This is a more powerful side of culture jamming because the alternative message uses the advertisement
as a Trojan horse to sneak into someone’s thoughts, true subversion.

4.4.3 The Nature of the Message
The nature of the message depends on the intent of whoever altered the billboard advertisement in the first place.
The category name here refers to the possible general intent of the alteration. I distinguished four basic possibilities
for the advertisement alterations but there are undoubtedly more such as ‘simply for the fun of it’. Unless the people
who did these individual alterations are directly asked ‘why’, the nature of the message is difficult to determine.
Thus these categories are what I presume were the general reasons for altering the billboard. The four categories,
against the original, against another, content as medium, and general statements, will be discussed. Before that
however, I will talk briefly about some basic ideological groupings of the altered images, as there is almost always a
serious underlying message to all the alterations. These ideas are generally leaning towards a new left, a more
progressive left, which is mapped out in Naomi Klein’s book No Logo (2000) that describes this ‘movement’. These
ideologies have also been briefly looked at in the first and second chapters.
Ideologies
Looking at the contents of the 25 advertisements, an interesting feature behind the alterations appears. Of the 25
selected images 9 were alterations to advertisements for tobacco and alcohol companies. Another 4 were alterations
to advertisements for automobile and oil company billboards while 10 were alterations revealing or suggesting an
in-just or discriminatory system in society. The images selected represent a wide selection of altered billboard
advertisements. It seems as if there are certain genres of advertising that are perhaps more prone to being altered.
These advertisements are being criticized and we, the public, are (hopefully) being stimulated to think more
critically about these issues.
Tobacco and Alcohol
There are certainly groups such as BUGAUP who only target tobacco and alcohol orientated advertisements as a
way of making an alternative public service health warning. Activists under the umbrella of BUGAUP feel that
advertisers are slightly lying to, and promoting unhealthy lifestyles, in the viewers of these advertisements. Many of
the advertisements being altered by the USA based BLF and Ron English happen to also be for these kinds of
advertisements. One possible explanation for this is that in the USA there are just so many tobacco and alcohol
advertisements that they are more easily found and can be altered. They are also just more familiar. The main
reason though, is the idea that tobacco and alcohol advertisements are promoting unhealthy lifestyles in ways that do
not seem entirely wholesome in the minds of the activists who alter them.
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Environment
Environmental issues are another hot item for activists. Cars and oil companies are targeted because they cause
many of the negative effects to our environment, directly or indirectly. The threat to our environment is a threat to
our healthy lifestyle, which is a possible explanation for why advertisements that promote possible threats to our
environment are altered. Activists are telling us, repeatedly, about the negative aspects of using cars for example,
and their causing irreparable damage to our environment. Especially in the industrialized capitalistic western
countries our environment is being disregarded for the benefits of economical growth and comfort.
The System (according to progressive left)
Another ideological genre of statements made in alterations to billboard advertisements is about the injustices of the,
or a system. It is sad to say but people will perhaps always be unsatisfied with an aspect of the system. Whatever
and whenever there are injustices there will be resistance, and the resistance in this case is culture jamming in the
form of billboard advertisement alterations. There will probably also always be those that abuse the system. Many
of the messages in altered advertisements reiterate on these aspects to make people think about the problems and
sometimes also offer positive criticism.
Against the Original Advertisement
When the advertisement’s message is clearly being refuted or countered in someway, i.e. the message content is
being protested directly, then the nature of the message was labelled ‘against original’. Most of the graffiti style
alterations fitted into this category. Case #2, “Fug Cough” (image 16), for example, was a reply aimed directly back
at the advertiser who’s advertisement these protesters were adding their comments of disgust too. Another example
of a graffiti addition made in a direct response to the content of the advertisement is case #20, “If It Were A Lady…”,
where “If this lady was a car she’d run you down.” (image 23) has been added in thick black paint as a comical, and
direct reply to the original message.

Image 16. Fug Cough, From Subvertise.org

Image 17. Shit Happens, From Billboardliberation.com

Against Another Issue
If the altered message of an advertisement is not directed towards the advertisement that has been taken over, then it
is reasonably safe to assume that it is targeted towards another entity. In these cases it is very clear that the target is
not the billboard advertisement that has been taken over. Three of the selected billboard images could be seen to be
targeting some other entity, other than the advertisement that is ‘taken over’.
Case #12, “Shit Happens” (image 17) created a message that could be interpreted to be attacking Exxon after its oil
tanker ran aground in Alaska. The advertisement on the billboard that is taken over by BLF was originally for a
radio station and has nothing to do with Exxon. The BLF alteration used the content’s layout and lettering, which
could be easily re-arranged for their own new message. The BLF have used this billboard’s content as a medium.
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Content as Medium
The label of content as medium has been given to 4 of the images and means that the original advertisement’s
content is being used because of their available content and the way that this content can be manipulated. Case #15,
“Life’s Rough Without Empathy” (image 18) is not a protest against the content of the billboard on which it appears
but is merely using the content of the original advertisement, which lends itself so nicely for the alteration. The new
message is all the funnier, just as in cases #1, “Be Revolutionary” and #13, “LSD” (image 19), where the alterations
have nothing to do with the original.

Image 18. Life’s rough without Empathy, From Cleansurface.org

Image 19. LSD, From Billboardliberation.com

General Statements
Essentially, because there are numerous ways to interpret the altered advertisements, each billboard can be seen as
making a general statement. It might be unclear to some people what the real intent of the alteration is but
nevertheless people will create one for themselves. The statement’s message can be a piece of general advice about
reality, a protest about a general issue, or something to give people to think about. The problems of the developing
countries as a result of the exploitation by developed countries for example. Or the lack of media awareness that
leads us to simply accept what is put in front of us instead of critically thinking about what we see and hear. The
idea of thought provocation is an important aspect of culture jamming and is one of the key elements described by
the interviewees in the second part of this study. When the advertisement has some aspect that seems peculiar, then
the audience will perhaps think about it until they resolve the peculiarity. When this happens they may perhaps
laugh after resolving the situation’s incongruity.
All the images analyzed for this study could be viewed as making a general statement, however, for several images
this is the only aspect of the billboard, i.e. the direct intent of the altered advertisement is still ambiguous. For this
reason the label is still used. Case #1, “Be Revolutionary” for example, is a statement about a way of life, not really
directed towards anyone directly, except perhaps all those who are non-revolutionaries. Case #3, “Think
Disillusioned” on the other hand is primarily a thought provoking protest towards Apple computers, but it can also
be read as a general thought provoking statement. This case is thus labelled both as ‘against original’ and ‘general
statement’ because of the ambiguity of the message. Many altered advertisements have this aspect.

4.5 The Humour of Language, Logics and Identity
Until now the focus has been primarily on semiotics alone. This section is a combination of semiotics and some
ideas of what humour is and how it can be defined and generated. In Berger’s Anatomy of Humor (1993) he goes
into quite some depth explaining the various mechanisms that can be used to generate humour. The 45 techniques
(see appendix for definitions), not including the reversals, or binary opposites of some of these techniques, can be
grouped into four basic categories. These are language – when the humour is verbal, logic – when the humour is
ideational, identity – when the humour is existential, and action – when the humour is physical or nonverbal.
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The explanation's that follow give a brief look at the different mechanisms of humour generation, using Berger’s 45
basic categories as a rough guideline, that have been found in the analysis of billboard advertisement images. There
can be different mechanisms that operate at the same time.

4.5.1 Language
The use of language based humour generation, where the humour is verbal, is used the most in the analyzed images.
Aspects of language were being played with. Word plays, repartee, sarcasm and satire were frequently found in
many of the altered billboard advertisements, especially in those that used graffiti alterations. A message can
perhaps be better understood if it is directly stated using language, instead of images for example. However, most of
the cases that played with language to create meanings could be read in various ways. Case #2, “Fug Cough”, is a
very good example of how there are more ways to read the message, in it’s pronunciation – which reads ‘Fuck Off’and also in the actual meanings of the two words – fug as in stale air and cough as a possible reaction. Case #22,
“Thimply The Betht” is another example of how language has been played with. The pronunciation of the line
mimics the pronunciation style of the original in creating a certain accent.
The basic idea behind a repartee is that it is a form of verbal duelling, which involves language. The graffiti
alterations in most cases were ‘talking back’, using the mechanism of repartee involving clever word plays and
sentence constructions. Case #20, “If It Were A Lady…” is an example of a complete answer back to the main ‘line’
of the original advertisement. Repartee counters aggression with aggression, and in doing so can be very humorous.
Further mechanisms of humour that were found in the images analyzed under the heading of language, included
allusions, facetiousness, insults, and ridiculing. Insulting, the submerged feelings of aggression and hostility that are
verbally vented, and ridiculing, a slightly less direct way of insulting, were used in a number of the images analyzed.
The written ‘verbal’ ridiculing, and in harsher circumstances insulting of an advertisement that an activist feels is in
someway incorrect or itself insulting, is a way of defending oneself. The original billboard is experienced as an
affront to the viewer. The defence deals with the idea that the billboard is an intrusion on the viewer’s personal
freedom. In the interview analysis in chapter five this idea is pursued and explained in more detail (see page 44).

4.5.2 Logic
The humour that can be grouped under logic involves humour that plays with our mentally conceived images and
thoughts. Absurdities, analogies, reversals and mistakes are the different mechanisms of humour generation that
were found in the analyzed images, and that can be grouped under the heading logic. The alterations reconstruct the
logic of the advertisement creating an essentially new logic for the viewer to interpret. The new logic can seem
absurd as in case #1, “Be Revolutionary” where the viewer reads a strange new sentence “Feel the difference, be
revolutionary”. The analogy or metaphor, linking revolution and a cleaning product is not a normal analogy. Case
#6, “Aim High – Bomb the Pentagon” (image 20) is another alteration that uses an absurd analogy to create a
puzzling situation that creates humour.
Reversal is also connected to absurdities. Turning the whole situation around as in cases #17, “Cars Pollute My
Heart” or #18, “No Substitute For Fair Trade” (image 21), somehow jars a (our) normal perception of a logical
reality. The original advertisement was probably designed to give one possible interpretation that is beneficial to the
advertiser. The altered advertisement still retains some of the old identifying features that associate it with the
original advertiser, while the additions add confusion to these features. Symbols and other aspects creating what we
would not normally see with the original message leads to confusion in our logical perception of the altered
billboard.
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Image 20. Aim High, Bomb the Pentagon, From Subvertise.org

Image 21. No Substitute For Fair Trade, From Subvertise.org

4.5.3 Identity
The techniques of humour generation found in the images analyzed that come under the heading of playing with
identity are parody, impersonation, mimicry and embarrassment.
The identity of the advertiser is the most important aspect of the advertisement. One of the main reasons for
advertising is to expand the identity of a brand or a company. When the identity of the advertiser, its brands, or
products, are fooled with, the basic interpretations we have with the identity of the advertiser will be changed. The
large amounts of money the advertiser spent on creating a certain identity image is now perhaps working in an
incorrect direction. Most of the alterations to a billboard essentially accumulate in the identity of the advertiser to be
changed.
Essentially all the advertisers whose billboards had been altered might feel embarrassed, or become angry at the idea
that their advertisements in the altered state are portraying them incorrectly, or mocking them. Several of Ron
English’s billboard’s, cases #4, “Hook Any Kids Today?” and #5, “Close Cover Before Cremating”, are
impersonating aspects of the Camel advertisements using the characters of Joe Camel presenting them in situations
that they would not normally be in. The parody English creates plays with the identity of the characters, which, we
as viewer may find humorous.
The “Fatal Error”, case #23 campaign by the BLF added error warnings to many information technology company
advertisements. These error warnings changed the identities of the advertiser from an image being positive and
beneficial to the end user of the product to an image that shows the advertiser in an unstable and unsure way. The
warning plays havoc with the identity of the advertiser and this can cause the viewer to puzzle at the incongruity, or
question the real identity of the advertiser.

4.6 Context and Content
The techniques of humour that Berger (1993) compiled are useful in determining the very basic mechanisms that
generate humour, and also for grouping them into four basic categories. However, these techniques cannot be used
to interpret the whole of the image presented. As Hall describes; “Context, in one sense, is nothing more than a way
of looking at things” (Hall, 1976:113). Things become uncertain the further one leaves a sterile setting. Context can
explain the uncertainty to create familiarity. It is necessary to look at the image itself and take into account, not only
the context of the alteration but also the intertextual references within the images. These are both important factors
that are also possible influences of humour generation. These two aspects are the context of the physical alteration,
or the process, and the context of the content, i.e. the intertextual contrasting of images and written texts.

4.6.1 Content Context: the interaction of content within the image
The creation of incongruities of associations that the viewer is presented with in an altered advertisement is one of
the basic elements of humour generation. The interaction of meanings between the images and written texts,
between written texts, or between images, all within the billboard are what can create incongruous situations. Many
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of the alterations were language-based alterations. By themselves the language alterations are only slightly
humorous. Only when, for example, an image that signifies one thing, and an altered written text that signifies
another thing, are seen together, will the situation be incongruent and possibly create a humorous situation. An
example of this is the “Think Disillusioned” alteration described above, case #3. The image of the Dalai Lama, a
symbol signifying one thing, and the written text, a combination of symbols signifying something else, do not go
together. This causes some kind of thought provoking incongruity on the part of the viewer. Another example is
case #17, “Cars Pollute My Heart”. In this advertisement the humorous element is created from the addition of the
written text that reverses the possibly intended message of the original, and contrasts with the images.

4.6.2 Process Context: how did the alteration come to be?
The act of alteration or making additions to advertisements is also an element that is overlooked by strictly using
Berger’s (1993) techniques. It is not only in conjunction with the actual content that it is altered, but also in the
physical act of taking time to alter an advertisement that has to be taken into account as well. Simply the fact that
someone has changed a billboard is enough to make the situation funny as it can gain appreciation from the viewers.
A very good example of this is case #1, “Be Revolutionary”. The act of actually painting this slogan is being
subversive or revolutionary. When this is taken into account there is an added humorous element to the whole
altered advertisement.

Image 22. Shit Retch, From Cleansurface.org

Image 23. If it were a lady…, From Subvertise.org

Many of the alterations and additions gain credibility when they can be seen in a context of dissent towards the
original advertisement. The authenticity and true protest directed against the advertiser in the comments that are
added in many of the graffiti additions are good examples of this. Cases #16, “Shit Retch”, (image 22) and #20, “If
It Were A Lady…” (image 23) both show an activist’s dissent with the content of the advertisement. In these
advertisements, reactions have been added and we can see traces of the process in the form of wet paint dribbles,
and unsteady writing, that signifies an authentic reaction.

Image 24. Ron English at work. From Popaganda.com

Image 25. Ron English at work. From Popaganda.com

Many alterations to advertisements appear to involve a great deal of time in the planning and design of the changes.
There are many people involved in the BLF billboard operations from the graphical design, to the actual execution
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of the alterations that includes security lookouts, escape operatives to mountain climbers who scale the billboards.
A chuckle can be achieved in thinking about the logistics of altering billboards high above the ground in precarious
locations. Some of the billboards by Ron English can also be included as examples here (images 24 & 25).

4.7 Conclusions Billboard Analyses
There are several trends that become visible in the billboard advertisement alterations that have been analyzed for
this study. Altering a billboard advertisement is in itself an act of subversion and in this regard there is nearly
always a serious undertone to the alterations. If it is not a direct protest against the original advertiser or it’s
product, it can be seen a general statement towards the whole branch of companies or even making a thought
provoking statement about some aspect in society. The companies being targeted are often those promoting tobacco
or alcohol and cars or oil products. They are seen to be advertising things that are damaging to our health or our
environment. The ideological messages behind the alterations are thus hopefully stimulating the audience to see for
themselves these issues as well as other issues like possible injustices and other fallacies of ‘the’ system.
The ways in which the statements about these ideological issues are made is often done in a humorous way. In
using a semiotic analysis to look at the various signs and decipher possible associations of the symbols and icons
used it is possible to get a better understanding of how some of these ideological issues are dealt with. One of the
more powerful aspects of culture jamming in general is that if and when any altered message does not directly
appear to be altered, but nevertheless is, it will cause the viewer to think about it. The image/text style alterations
are very creative in their designs and mimic aspects of the ‘original’ advertisement, the style or fonts, and thus the
contrast of meanings is subtler. The eventual contrast of meanings after one has found the incongruity is greater.
Graffiti alterations on the other hand stand out almost immediately as altered advertisements. The graffiti additions,
in the most cases can be seen as repartees towards the advertiser or society in general. The underlying message of
some of these repartees may seem out of place because they are showing a hidden reality, which is only recognized
as reality after one has thought about the message. The basic confusion created in some of the altered
advertisements is what can cause the alterations to be perceived as humorous.
Altered advertisements damage the identity of many of the advertisers or their products by ridiculing or mocking
them. This can also cause many of the advertisers to be become embarrassed, or at least the viewer thinks the
advertiser is being embarrassed. Superiority feelings on the part of the viewer, possibly acquired after seeing the
advertiser’s identity played with, can result in they advertiser being laughed at.
Surprisingly most of the billboards use some kind of humour that involves language. The language orientated
humour generation is usually a reaction towards the visual elements of the advertisement. Together, the contrasting
between either the visuals and written text, or between written texts within the original advertisement generates a
humorous environment. It is probably much easier to add a written text to an image to create an alternative
meaning, like adding a caption underneath an image to firmly define the image’s meaning, than to create a new
image to add to the original.
In the following chapter I will be discussing the second part of this study. This is an analysis of interviews with
culture jamming activists and other individuals who had an understanding of a concept of culture jamming. I will
look at the interpretations of these people with regard to culture jamming in general and the role of humour.
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Chapter Five – Interview Analysis
“Every tool is a weapon if you hold it right” – Ani Difranco

5.1 Talking to the Jammers - Introduction
This chapter navigates through the responses received from twenty-five interviews with individuals contacted via
various culture jamming websites and organisations. After a short explanation of the method used for this part of
the study the results of this analysis will be discussed. I will first deal with aspects of culture jamming, activities,
examples and concepts described by the interviewees. The second part will be looking at the aspects of humour.
Here I will be describing some examples of what the interviewees found humorous and why, and the possible
functions that these jammers prescribe to humour with specific regard to culture jamming. Finally I will give some
conclusions.

5.2 Methodology
Part of the study consists of an analysis of 25 email interviews with various individuals from around the world. The
individuals contacted were interviewed because they had expressed an interest in a concept of culture jamming. The
idea behind the analysis of interviews with culture jammers and other individuals who at least have an idea, or
concept of culture jamming, is to get a general perception of what the diverse ideas people have of the culture
jamming concept and the role they feel humour has in these activities. The interviews were also used to get an
impression of the various activities that these individuals partake in. These interviews give an impression of some
of the activities and ideas that are currently found in the circles of culture jammers.
There are numerous theories on humour, some of which have been discussed in the chapter on humour. The
important aspect of the interview analysis is not only to get a better, and broader understanding of culture jamming,
including numerous examples, but to see what humour has to do with culture jamming. What is the role of humour
in culture jamming activities?
Individuals were contacted from websites on or about the culture jamming concept. Via some of these sites I
approached individuals who had left their email addresses in either a guest book, or were the people who were listed
as the contacts for a certain site. Billboardliberation.com, Buga-up.org, Robbieconal.com, Cleansurface.org,
Adbusters.org, Detritus.net and Yahoogroups.com were all sites that I used extensively to find people who were
willing to be interviewed. Also using this snowballing method1 in my general correspondence, I was able to get in
contact with people outside some of these sites. The people who were interviewed came from predominantly
western-culture countries, i.e. England, The United States of America, Canada, and Australia. I did not ask about
their cultural or social backgrounds and all interviews were conducted in English by email. The majority of the sites
I found on culture jamming were also hosted in the various ‘western-culture’, English speaking countries mentioned
above.
The method of (in-depth) interviewing via email does not allow for the interjection or perseverance of questioning
during the interview, as easily as during face to face interviews. Nor does this form of interviewing allow for the
interviewer to ‘read’ other non-verbal cues during the interview. However, it does allow the interviewee to really
think about their answers carefully and gives them the chance to also write their answers with some precision, even
though this was not the case in many instances. A final point with regard to email interviewing is that the
interviewee can also take their time in composing an answer to a question, when a straight off answer can often say

1

A snowballing method is basically using a repsondent, asking them if they might know of others in a similar situation and enquiring down those
lines.
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more than the ‘composed’ one. Even though some respondents did not feel the need for an alias all have been given
one.
The choice of interviewing via email was made out of necessity because I could not find people in the Netherlands
to talk too in a one on one setting, perhaps because the idea of culture jamming is not (yet) very predominant here.
Everyone interviewed expressed interest in one form of culture jamming or another, ranging from huge billboard
alterations to simple dry-erase marker attacks on cars polluting the environment.
There were 25 responses from the 60+ individuals who were originally contacted. Since many of the addresses were
gathered from online bulletin boards and internet guest books, many of the email address used were perhaps false
addresses, which may account for the large non-response. Many of the email accounts are also perhaps infrequently
checked as several individuals themselves also mentioned. Several others merely failed to respond to the questions
they were sent after an initial contact, and after several polite reminders. Most of the individuals who were
contacted were either currently active, had been active in the past, or were planning to become active culture jammer
activists in the near future.
Several general groups of interviewees can be distinguished. Seven (of 17) individuals were contacted from the
BLF’s rant section of their internet site1. Assumedly these people were familiar with the BLF’s work and thus were
also briefly asked about the BLF’s images, as examples. Three individuals who previously had worked under the
BUGAUP movement were contacted via a form of snowballing. Four (of 11) individuals from the False Advertising
Site (Parody) site were also contacted. These people all contributed parody advertisements of their own making, to
this site’s archive and under each image their email addresses were listed. The remaining people were contacted via
their individual sites, after extensive internet searching for culture jamming, subversion, anti-advertising, and such
similar key words, or via a snowballing effect. Table 2 shows a list of the names (or alias’ in some cases) per
interview number and the location that the individual was contacted from.
INTERVIEW #
1a
2a
3a/3b
4a
5a/5b
6a
7a
8a
9a
10a
11a/11a2
12a
13a
14a/14b
15a
16a/16b/16c
17a
18a
19a
20a
21a/21b
22a
23a
24a
25a

INTERVIEW ALIAS
Robbie Conal
Rolo
Matt Trost
Ben Chew
Eric Stephan
John
DJ Fatty
G.H.Hovagiman
Wantbuyhave
Paul Ryan
Lachlann Partridge
Bjorn Blonk
Jeff Oswald
Dan
Kidpele
Radio Free Willy
Kevin MacDonald
Martin Hauck
Automator3000
Danny Nutter
Frink
" " (Whitewash)
Kahlil
Rob
Slave2cats

CONTACTED VIA
Robbieconal.com
BUGAUP
BLF
BLF
BLF
BUGAUP
BLF
Terrorist Advertising Site
BLF
Snuggles list
BUGAUP
BLF
Media Jammers
FALSE ADS
Lance refer
FALSE ADS
FALSE ADS
BBS
BBS
Lance refer
BBS
WHITEWASH Site
BLF
FALSE ADS
FALSE ADS

Table 2. List of Interviewee’s alias’, from where they were contacted and corresponding interview number

Reply lengths varied from single sentence responses to the questions, to several paragraphs per question.

1

http://www.billboardliberation.com/rant/
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The interviewees were asked if they wished to be referred to with an alias, and if so to supply one. Thus some of the
names are alias and some are the interviewee’s real names. A full list of the questions asked and the interviews can
be found in the appendix.
The 25 individuals who responded to the interviews had numerous similar ideas about culture jamming and humour,
which will be looked at in the following analysis of their interview replies. The first section will look at various
aspects that deal directly with culture jamming and the second section will be looking at humour, in general, and it’s
role in culture jamming.

5.3 Interview Analysis - Culture jamming
One reoccurring and basic division that appeared in the interviews was that there is a slight separation of culture
jamming for fun and the creative aspects, and culture jamming with a social protest or initiative behind it. The
interviewees cannot be divided into either one group or another. A division as such cannot be made entirely because
both factors are very connected to each other. The interviewees also float back and forth on this idea. Sometimes
they are active suggesting the social motives, yet include the fun and creative aspects, and sometimes they are active
primarily for the fun and creative aspects, while the social issues are merely added bonuses to be included.

5.4 Culture jamming Activities
To begin I would like to describe briefly, some of the activities that the respondents themselves partake in and their
view of culture jamming. What follows is a semi grouping, if at all possible of individuals that operate on a similar
level. It also describes briefly their basic concept(s) of culture jamming and hopefully illustrates that there is an
element of creativity involved in these various activities. Many of the interviewees are artists.

5.4.1 Activities of Interviewees
To get a better idea of the group of people that were contacted and who eventually responded to my questions about
culture jamming and humour, I will give some brief examples of some of the work, ideas and concepts that these
individuals have.
Robbie Conal
Robbie Conal is a USA based artist who sees his work as “a minor form of civil disobedience” (INT 1a). Conal
creates posters that include various social, political or environmental messages, which he and a group of volunteers
poster all over their locale in a guerrilla style fashion. Their poster activities are illegal to a certain extent. He also
described his own work as culture jamming.
“It’s interjecting alternative and or critical cultural products into the cracks in the mainstream culture
(economic) distribution system. Non sanctioned street postering is a good example.” (Robbie Conal, INT
1a)
In this case Conal’s primary goal it appears, is to offer a certain point of view on reality as he sees it. Secondary is
the creative and fun way in which he does this and his use of humour. He can add multiple levels of meaning to his
work using humour.
“Humour can add levels of meaning to an otherwise simple one-liner. Punning is a good example of a
humorous way of delivering multiple meanings.” (Robbie Conal, INT 1a).
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Image(s) 26. All images From Robbieconal.com. Left to right: Newt Gingrich (US House of Representatives Speaker), Oliver North (Iran
Contra Affair), Ronald Reagan (Iran Contra Affair), the Supreme Court Justices and Bill Clinton (Doughnut lover…).

False Advertising
Five individuals (Radio Free Willy, Kevin MacDonald, Rob, Dan, and Slave2cats) were contacted via the Gallery of
False Advertising website1. This site contains a range of adverts and other images containing well-known logos and
symbols that have been altered using various graphic-editing programs. The site also includes images that these five
individuals themselves created. For Radio Free Willy, his false advertisements are merely a continuation of other
activities triggered by what he views as the hijacking of collective culture and art.
“I’ve been at this stuff since a pretty early age, but I took it up in earnest about 10 years ago, when a torrent
of corporate youth culture-bullshit seized the movie audience and ruined film as an art form. I considered
this an attack on art, and I attacked back.” (Radio Free Willy, INT 16a)
His own false advertising he sees as another form of art. When asked why he decided to make some false
advertising of his own after originally discovering the False Advertising site he answered with the following.
“It’s art. It takes art out of it’s passive role, of sitting there and being looked at, to a more post-modern
confrontative role where the process of seeing the art is as much the content as the piece itself. Also like a
lot of people, I want to deconstruct some of the hype around these ad campaigns. People accept ad
campaigns as reality, when they are art like anything else. They are fiction.” (Radio Free Willy, INT 16a)
The other three individuals contacted via the false advertising site explained, in contrast to Radio Free Willy, that
they made false adverts primarily for the fun of it. Kevin MacDonald for example.
“I think the main motivation to make some false ads of my own design was simply to turn out something
that could get a few laughs. I’m always trying to get a laugh out of people I meet, and I’ll use any method I
can. Combine that with my work as a graphic-artist/animator, and I found that fake ads could be a great
way to generate some laughs while poking fun at ‘corporate America’” (Kevin MacDonald, INT 17a)
Dan also reiterates a double motivation in the creation of such parody advertisements.
“The motivation behind my ad changes was (and still is) mainly out of fun. […] The other motivation is
that I like poking fun at the brand-name symbols that Americans instantly recognize.” (Dan, INT 14a2)
Both Rob and Slave2cats also shared Kevin MacDonald’s and Dan’s views that they really enjoyed creating these
kinds of false advertising and if there is an alternative message that can be read from it, if the advertisement can help
change some pressing issue, then all the better. These five false advertisers also all basically agreed on a similar
concept of culture jamming.
1

http://parody.organique.com
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“Culture jamming, to me, includes removing the ‘sparkle’ of institutions and beliefs and beliefs which in
reality (at least MY reality), have only the sparkle and shine that the institution INSTRUCTS us to believe.
And when that is the case, I am or have in the past, at least PLOTTED to reveal things as they really are.”
(Slave2cats, INT 25a)
“In my mind it amounts to deliberately diluting and disarming the crafted ‘image’ and ‘personality’ of a
corporation. Making media that brings attention to the subtle…” (Rob, INT 24a)
“So many people seem to blindly wander through life kow-towing to corporate America, purchasing what
corps tell us too, letting the media lead them by the nose, and trying to conform to what society deems
‘appropriate’. Certain individuals try to break this cycle by bringing societies attention to the underlying
subtext of everyday life, often using humorous or shocking methods to get the point across; such is culture
jamming.” (Kevin MacDonald, INT 17a)
It is the subtext of everyday life that gets overlooked and through culture jamming this subtext of reality can perhaps
be held up and looked at more carefully.

Image 27. Killsbury, By Dan, from
Parody.organique.com

Image 28. Absolut Vodka, By
Kevin MacDonald, from
Parody.organique.com

Image 29. I Love New York, By
Slave2Cats, from Parody.organique.com

BUGAUP (Billboard Utilising Graffitists Against Unhealthy Promotions)
Three individuals (Rolo, John and Lachlann Partridge), based in Australia who were active under the umbrella of the
BUGAUP movement, generally had the same things to say about their reasons for operating under this umbrella.
The movement itself targeted ‘unhealthy promotional advertising’ such as tobacco and alcohol advertising.
Targeting a billboard often meant either adding graffiti to the original advertisement’s message, removing vital
information from the original and in some cases even completely sawing down the actual billboard. Their main
objectives, which they more or less indirectly realized in BUGAUP’s over 20 years of existence, were the banning
of outdoor alcohol and tobacco advertising. This goal was however a step down from their original idea of the
removal of all outdoor billboard advertising, as it is a blemish of the landscapes in their eyes.
“…where BUGAUP came into the picture was with advertisers who caused significant social and/or
environmental harm. The actual billboards were often a blight on the environment, not that different to
dumping an old car in a public park. This put the billboards in a different category to more discreet
advertisements that could at least be avoided, for example by not watching commercial television, or
muting commercials with a remote control. Billboards are thrust in peoples’ faces and we are expected to
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remain passive little victims but BUGAUP holds that we have a right (or write) to reply! It’s our public
space too and we should be able to have a say.” (Lachlann Partridge, INT 11a2)
They also recognized the idea of an un-open public arena in the sense that the billboard advertising is essentially
only a one-way form of communication towards the general public when it should be possible for the public to
debate in this arena as well, or in other words make a comment back. This aspect and the riddance of ‘unhealthy
promotional advertising’ lean towards a very serious idea of culture jamming. Both John and Lachlann Partridge in
fact quoted a similar line to describe their idea of what culture jamming can be seen as, ‘subverting the dominant
paradigm’.
Billboard Liberation Front (BLF)
The various individuals that were contacted via the BLF’s rant internet page cannot really be placed into a single
category that describes their general examples, motives and ideas of culture jamming. This merely illustrates the
electiveness of the sub-cultural practices that can be included under the umbrella of a culture jamming concept.
These individuals all have different endeavours in which they partake. For example Matt Trost, is himself involved
in simple, yet what seem like spur of the moment, activities.
“Most of the culture jamming I’ve done has been relatively small. It includes stickers on stop signs to
change the message. For example, putting a sticker that says ‘RACISM’ on the stop sign changes the
message of the stop sign to read ‘STOP RACISM’ as opposed to just ‘STOP’. […] I also carry around a
dry-erase marker wherever I go. Brick, sidewalks, and glass can be written on without any damage.” (Matt
Trost, INT 3a)
Ben Chew focuses on simply adding information that would be considered ‘out of place’ in a normal situation. He
tries to get people to think about other things in their daily lives, for the simple reason that people do not think about
things other than what they see on television, for example.
“Really my focus of effort has been on talking to the people around me and challenging, albeit covertly, the
overwhelming tendency of my fellow Americans to believe anything you tell them as long as you tell it to
them though an accepted medium; i.e. TV, Radio, Print, what-have-you.
I like to involve myself in conversations in public spaces and talk about things no one ever talks about. It
can be as simple as loudly discussing the theoretical properties of a space based solar hotdog cooker, and
whether or not you could get NASA to fund it.” (Ben Chew, INT 4a)
Eric Stephan ran a small ‘zine’ and partook in stickering his ‘tag’ or message around his vicinity, as does
Wantbuyhave who has also been actively stickering in his own area as well as changing some of the simple text
lines in advertisements in his surroundings.
Two BLF contacts, Kahlil and Bjorn Blonk, were at the time of the interviewing still planning future alterations of
billboards in their area. Both were very much actively thinking about future actions and appreciated the activities of
the BLF.
The individuals contacted via the BLF’s rant site basically saw culture jamming primarily as a method of protesting,
i.e. the serious nature of culture jamming came first. The idea of making these activities humorous and fun became
the secondary aspects. Humour in their view is an extremely welcome addition to any culture jamming activity and
that is taken into account when any activities are planned. The starting point however remains the protest aspect.
These individuals see the fun aspect, which includes humour, as a tool that can be used to increase the effect of their
culture jamming activities.
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Ungrouped
The rest of the respondents who replied to the questions were contacted via individual means, snowballing and other
referrals. Apart from some early literature parodying and small scale visual collage work as a result of a commercial
art training background, Paul Ryan is more involved in an audio form of culture jamming.
“Currently, I am a member of the group, The Button, which, in addition to creating collage-style music, has
a weekly radio broadcast called ‘Press The Button’ […]. The show could best be described as ‘Dadaistic
collage radio’, and often fits my definition of culture jamming.” (Paul Ryan, INT 10a)
His view on culture jamming, described in some detail, involves allowing what is normally invisible because it is so
obvious and common, to be illuminated so it becomes visible for an instant. This can be achieved by exposing the
situations that are so obvious and normal. He explains that culture can be seen as a medium from which we get all
of our sensory inputs and these are mixed with our memories of previous sensory inputs. This ‘Pancultural
Medium’, as he describes culture, can just as a television, be taken apart and looked at from the inside, upside down
or whatever.
“…and suddenly, this ubiquitous television medium, the Pancultural Medium, even so common and
obvious so as to be invisible, is made visible for an instant. This edited statement, that doctored
photograph, the other parodied television commercial, serve two ends: to make a message, often social,
often critical, and to reveal the existence of the Pancultural Medium, to prove that there is a mechanism
behind ‘(cultural) reality’, demonstrating that it is both always directed, and that direction can be changed.”
(Paul Ryan, INT 10a)
Jeff Oswald started a group in the USA to agitate the Big Brother (BB) program. He and a group of friends and
volunteers harassed the CBS network actively using humour in their activities. Their main slogan was ‘mock the
media’. One of their goals was to get the contestants of BB to leave the show, and not to blindly follow the
producer’s instructions. They hired planes to fly banners with certain slogans, over the BB complex. They also
infiltrated the BB house and talked to the inhabitants.
Kidpele is one of the more active among the interviewees that replied. She is involved in many different activities
and the motive for her activities is primarily for the fun and playfulness of it.
“…most of the things I do by myself are small scale things like single edition graphic magazines…or
stickers. […] kidpele also writes some street poetry sometimes…bigger stuff happens with
collaborations…my favourite all-time conspirator is Akay from Akaysism International1 in Stockholm,
Sweden […] we’ve worked on poster designs together…and done some media pranks…fun stuff…there
are others…but I keep my secrets…I don’t like talking about what I’ve done, I like to DO it…process
makes me happy.” (Kidpele, INT 15a)
Danny Nutter is involved with a group called EY5 in the USA. His view on culture jamming is also one of creating
a new and interesting situation that will allow people to be enlightened, by jamming the normal.
“EY5 has altered some pedestrian crossing signs by adding little hats, beer bottles, and other ridiculous
accoutrements. We’ve also spread hundreds of little plastic cowboys, Indians, pirates, etc throughout the

1

Akay International is a group that operates from Stockholm Sweden. For more information and examples of their activities see their website
URL: hptp://www.akayism.com
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Seattle area, via tip bars and random ‘droppings’. The idea is to break up the mundane.” (Danny Nutter,
INT 20a)

5.4.2 Art and Protest
The majority of the interviewees can be categorized as artists. They all had various little projects, as some of the
examples above have illustrated. This reveals the idea that culture jamming is a creative activity. It is a way that
these activists can express themselves, through their ‘art’, the recreation or re-using of current media content to in
fact protest, or give awareness to an issue that is socially relevant in their eyes.
“[…] It’s a way of creating art that is also socially relevant without being heavy handed.”
(G.H.Hovagimyan, INT 8a)
“There seem to be two groups of culture jammers. The first types are the ones that try to use their
ingenuity and talent to get their point across. I would like to think I belong to this group. […] The second
groups are only interested in defacing or destroying their target, with no thought put into their campaign
beyond the easiest way to get the job done.” (Kevin MacDonald, INT 17a)
Many of the activists express this kind of sentiment with regard to a well thought out plan of action, as well as the
categorization of various kinds of jammers. There are those that use their talent and ingenuity, as mentioned in the
previous quote, and those that simply ‘jam’ by destroying. The second group is merely recognized as a group that
does exist, however it is clearly void of creativity.
Once again, as can be seen from the examples given, there is a basic division visible, between merely jamming for
fun and creativity, and jamming as a serious protest or as a means of realizing some form of change. On the one
hand individuals craft their ideas with a certain goal in mind, that being to realize change, or awareness of issues,
while on the other hand they keep a sense of humour, play and creativity in the back of their minds to use as a tool to
achieve their primary goals. The second group of individuals work the other way around. They actively look to
generate a laugh, and if an issue of importance can be included as an underlying message then it is even better.

5.5 What are the elements of Culture jamming?
In most cases a concept of culture jamming is described by individuals and includes certain elements. The most
frequently mentioned element is the idea, briefly mentioned already in some of the examples, of consciousness
creation, waking up the masses, or showing them an alternative; i.e. thought provocation. A second element of
culture jamming, also already slightly touched upon in some of the examples individuals gave, deals with an aspect
of fun, that jamming is done as a kind of game, ultimately for pleasure. Another element, not yet looked at deals
with the idea of culture jamming as literally jamming in the sense of interruption and resistance. This idea is more
in tune with a full-scale protest action, stopping a certain message. These elements are not to be seen in direct
conjunction with the various individual goals that these individuals described as underlying motives for culture
jamming.

5.5.1 Thought Provocation
“The main goal is to wake up the general public from what I like to call a ‘post-modern trance’” (Matt
Trost, INT 3a)
One aspect of culture jamming that is described by almost all the individuals deals with thought provocation. It
seems that culture jamming activities utilize the media, to at least try to stimulate people to think, regardless of the
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subject. It is not really to tell people what to think, but more just to simply get people to be aware of their own
environment. It is to think critically and become conscious and aware of the situation of our world in the greater
sense, or simply learn to filter the over abundance of information we receive daily. For example Ben Chew and
Kidpele;
“Its about getting people out of themselves to think about something besides what is on TV, or what colour
is ‘in’ this summer. […] More than anything it is about distracting people from the fundamentally
distracting facts of life in this (and other) countries.” (Ben Chew, INT 4a)
“Culture jamming should prep peoples minds to become a participant…encourage action…..discourage
passive acceptance…a wakeup call in a sense, but have enough substance and information to keep the
attention and inspire critical evaluation of what’s presented before them.” (Kidpele, INT 15a)
The view of many of the interviewees (culture jamming activists) is that the mainstream media are the perpetuators,
together with commercial influences, that are pushing a certain choice, their choice of commercial content towards
us. Culture jamming hopes to disrupt this and make people think about this situation. As DJ Fatty sees it;
“The activities of culture jammer activists will hopefully allow these average folks to see a point of view
that is now openly accepted in society. The messages we receive are very biased, although we are led to
believe otherwise. So maybe when people see these messages it will stir some thoughts in their heads and
make them think for themselves for once.” (DJ Fatty, INT 7a)
The hope is that via a culture jam, at least one person will question their situation. A shift in the perception that
people give to their reality is what is needed. By looking at what is presented to them critically and from all sides
they can be made aware of mass media manipulation as Bjorn Blonk describes;
“It [culture jamming] makes people aware of the ways they are being manipulated and how easy it is to
manipulate. It is exactly how the ad-industry works: We know that they know that we know what they
know is how to influence us.” (Bjorn Blonk, INT 12a)
This manipulation is manifest in mass media contents and eventually mass culture, which is being steered towards
materialism and consumerism by large corporations and other money-makers. From the point of view of the mass
media it is considered to be informative while the activist, who frequently has little power to reply to this mass
media content, sees it as manipulative. The trick is to get people to think it is they who have discovered some
subtlety. Automator3000 described this idea of what a jam can essentially provoke, a double-take effect.
“It’s [culture jamming] anything that tears a hole in the assumed reality of the straight world. Something
that looks completely normal but causes a second glance. It’s in that second glance that the success of a
culture jam is gauged. A good culture jam will turn the heads and make people realize that what they
‘expected’ to see isn’t right. For example, the classic jam of planting flowers or a bush in the middle of a
sidewalk. Normal enough (it’s just a plant), but the location causes that double- take (what’s it doing
there?) and the response is ‘hey, why did there need to be a sidewalk there in the first place?’ or an ad that
uses the kinds of words and phrases or icons of commercial advertising – but for a positive social cause, or
even better, against consumerism.” (Automator3000, INT 19a)
The idea of creating awareness comes forth out of the state of society – as a result of mass culture and mass media.
Many people mentioned that culture jamming is a means of targeting these aspects, and thus creating an opening for
a new consciousness of issues to arise. It is creating a consciousness about issues that the mass media leave alone,
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for whatever the reasons may be. Several of these issues, which have been grouped as consumerism and control,
awareness and change, and the public sphere are mentioned indirectly in the interviews and these issues will now be
looked at.
Consumerism and Control
“[Culture jamming] is a method of inducing awareness in the masses of blind consumers. […] There is an
over-abundance of media messages attacking all of us on a daily basis. By ‘jamming’ or scrambling the
standard signals, you can create an awareness, or at least spark a thought in people. It’s an attempt at
forcing people to stop and say, ‘I am in control of my thoughts. I am in control of my life.’” (Danny Nutter,
INT 20a)
Culture jammers try to stimulate and give a sense of empowerment to individuals against consumerism and mass
culture through their activities. There is also the idea that there has been a certain equilibrium or cycle created,
which must be disrupted because it perpetuates materialism, mass culture and media, and the commercial activities
that propagate all three of these aspects.
“Culture jamming is an attempt by an individual or group of individuals to stymie the ‘status-quo’ in
society. […] Certain individuals try to break this cycle by bringing society’s attention to the underlying
subtext of everyday life…” (Kevin MacDonald, INT 17a)
The status quo that is mentioned here is a feeling, of many of the activists interviewed, that there is a stagnation of
culture, or a mass culture that is only really being created by the mass media, to sell their affiliate’s products.
Awareness and Change
Taking the BUGAUP movement as an example again, one BUG, John also explains culture jamming as a concept
that involves getting people to think about their own culture and what it means to them.
“Even the activists in our culture are affected by the norms of our culture. Of necessity we have to take
some things for granted, or be overwhelmed. I believe ‘culture jamming’ is a technique to break us away
from some of the norms, to achieve change.” (John, INT 6a)
In this case the change he was referring to was the Australian advertising legislation in the 1980’s that allowed for
outdoor tobacco and alcohol advertising, often of an unscrupulous nature, that targeted everyone.
Public Sphere
The public sphere as described by Habermas is “…an institution which comes into being whenever private
individuals gather together, outside of any state or economic activity, to engage in rational critical debate.”
(Habermas in Pimlott, 2000:92). This public sphere is disappearing as a result of the commodification of our
collective culture. The public sphere should be “part of that space which is beyond the influence of systems such as
economy, church, and state. It is part of that space in which 'communicative action' takes place.”1 In the
commercialisation of our collective culture, we the people lose the direct input, the rational debate, of deciding what
our culture should be, because it has been pre-packaged and sold back to us by the non-pubic sphere. The idea of
culture jamming as a means of reclaiming cultural-capital, and in a sense the public sphere of which Habermas
wrote, is in effect a direct active debate about this aspect of culture. Culture jammers are debating in the form of
doing.
1

http://www.firstmonday.dk/issues/issue5_9/baoill/
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Actively debating the collective culture in reusing and re-contextualising the commodified cultural capital, by
altering a piece of this culture in the form of a billboard advertisement for example, is a means of reclaiming a part
of the public sphere and public space. Culture jammer’s actions in this way hopefully also create a public debate as
BUGAUP has done. BUGAUP has gained considerable public awareness for issues as the harms from alcohol and
tobacco consumption, which as a result have become publicly debated issues in Australia. Stimulating public debate
is merely one of the issues that John cites as the effects of BUGAUP’s activities.
“Public debate. With some of the BUGs going before the Courts and the ensuing media circus, the issue of
tobacco advertising was pushed into the public arena. […] It gave the legal organisations more chance to
push for change through the heightened profile of the issue.” (John, INT 6a)
The public sphere can perhaps also be linked to the idea of public space. Lachlann Partridge comments on a reason
for active debate using billboards as a medium.
“Billboards are thrust in people’s faces and we are expected to remain passive little victims but BUGAUP
holds that we have the right (or write) to reply! It’s our public space too and we should be able to have a
say.” (Lachlann Partridge, INT 11ab)
In the case of the BUGAUP movement’s activities, which could be considered illegal, they ultimately create
‘fighting space’ for more legal organizations.
“BUGAUP became the radical edge. The beauty of having a radical group is that it moves the goalposts.
All the other groups can move to stronger positions as the more ‘respectable’ lobby. […] It gave the legal
organizations more chance to push for change through the heightened profile of the issue. (John, INT 6a)
The BUGAUP movement use the culture jamming activities as a way to shift people’s perceptions about tobacco
and alcohol products while also taking the discussion, via the publicity gained, to a greater audience, the mainstream
media audience.
Advertising is one very visible outlet that culture jammers use as a medium for their activities as well as a target.
The public arena is the public area for debating. The advertiser’s expensive billboards for example, are the
chalkboards for people, activists, to leave their ‘public messages’.
Summary Thought Provocation
Most of these quotes illustrate the idea that when an aspect of culture is jammed, it has the possibility to
automatically make people aware. This seems to be the case even if the advertisement only annoys the viewer. The
(annoyed) person is still giving the advertisement some thought before deciding how to feel about it.
Automator3000, once again using the example of placing a plant in the middle of a sidewalk, described this idea as
the power behind culture jamming, the double take or second glance.
“Even if that subverted advertisement text is not accepted by the viewer (i.e. they don’t ‘buy’ the message),
they have at least been trained to look at adverts critically. Or if they don’t think that plant has a right to be
in the middle of the sidewalk, they have at least given a thought to what their urban environment should
be” (Automator3000, INT 19a)
With these aspects the ‘jam’ is creating an awareness even if the effect is not what the activist originally intended. It
has brings a subject matter, whatever it may be, into the open.
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Culture jamming is a means of creating a framework for how we think about an issue.
“…often, to promote the fact that there are alternative political viewpoints that are opposed to the ideology
that is imbedded in the mass-cultural communications.” (Eric Stephan, INT 5a)

5.5.2 Fun and Games
As has been mentioned several times already there is an ever present element of fun and games involved in culture
jamming. Culture jamming, as a game, is fun to play. This aspect returns to the idea of jamming and play in the
musical sense. The freedom of a jam, in the musical sense, lies in the game played between the musicians that take
themselves on an inspirational journey. These kinds of creative freedoms that lead to something inspiration are
enjoyable to partake in. Play is a basic liberating action as Kidpele and Dan describe to be their main motives
behind their culture jamming activities.
“It’s [culture jamming] just a way to play. To act out. It’s a new game since the one we are told to play is
so boring. I’ve found some good team mates in this game of strategy and evasion. It’s fun. […] Its fun, if
you don’t enjoy what you’re doing you are not doing the right thing.” (Kidpele, INT 15a)
“The motivation behind my ad changes was (and still is) mainly out of fun. […] The other motivation is
that I like poking fun at the brand-name symbols that Americans instantly recognize.” (Dan, INT 14a2)
The fun versus serious element of culture jamming is one that is constantly present in the activities of culture
jammers.

5.5.3 Interruption and Resistance
Another element of culture jamming that is mentioned quite often is one that sees jamming, in the sense of blockage
or interruption. The interruption itself can be a form of resistance. Radio Free Willy describes this idea applying
Shannon’s Law to illustrate it.
“Shannon's Law says that the information carrying capacity of any channel goes down as the noise
increases, as the noise takes up bandwidth same as the signal. […] One person's noise is another person's
signal. This DOES have a parallel in radio broadcasting, when the jam either substitutes a louder broadcast
from the other side, or renders the existing one ridiculous. The best example of something in broadcasting
that would be outside Shannon's Law would be the Ivan The Terrible case in WWII, when the Russians
synchronized a super-power transmitter to the frequency of Germany's broadcast and used it to drop in
snide comments. ("German troops have cut their casualties by two thirds..." (bzzt) "THEY'VE INVENTED
THE WHITE FLAG!") This hit-and-run jam so frustrated the order freaks running the German broadcaster
that they went off the air. Defeated. Keep in mind that advertising, when it works, is mind control, so
jamming of this sort is every bit as much resistance as was organizing against Nazi occupations.” (Radio
Free Willy, INT16a+b)
Also Rolo of the BUGAUP, when first asked about a definition of culture jamming, looks at the term purely from a
communications background.
“Perhaps because of my electronics background I understand it in the same sense as ‘jamming’ the
transmission of a radio or TV broadcast.” (Rolo, INT 2a)
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The interruption metaphor can also be illustrated in a quote from Matt Trost who describes another less frequently
used term that can also apply to culture jamming; i.e. monkey-wrenching, of which one possible interpretation is
that referring to a silly monkey who either purposefully, or not, puts a wrench into an engine eventually seizing it
up.
“Culture jamming to me is a symbolic way of throwing a wrench in the gears of common perception. The
main goal is to wake the general public from what I like call a ‘post-modern trance’” (Matt Trost, (INT 3a)
When culture is exposed, when the engines of society are stopped, even temporarily, people miss what has always
been present and hopefully see things in another perspective as Matt Trost suggested.

5.6 Conclusions Culture Jamming Elements
The culture jamming activities of the interviewees are very eclectic and wide ranging in their nature as has been
illustrated in the various examples given. The concepts and ideas of these culture jammers however do contain
certain similar elements. These elements can be grouped into several categories. Culture jamming can be done as a
means of thought provocation to get us to think about consumerism and control, awareness and change and the
public sphere (or lack of in many cases). A second element is the fun and games element while a final element
involves pure interruption of a system.
All interviewees mention a division of action for reaction, that culture jamming is primarily be done with a specific
socially orientated goal in mind. Everyone also suggests that there is also always an inherent fun, creative, and
gaming aspect to culture jamming. The only differences lie in the priority that individuals give to any of these
aspects.

5.7 Interview Analysis - Humour
“Humour is one way of stirring the soul. If you can tickle the soul, you’re one step closer to asking
yourself some fundamental questions about your existence” (Danny Nutter, INT 20a)
One of the main goals for this study is too look into the role of humour in culture jamming activities. The main
research question has been; what is the role of humour in culture jamming activities? The topic of humour is raised
in the latter part of the interview questions. Individuals have been asked if they find jammed texts humorous, if they
can give examples, and if they think humour might be effective or useful for activists and culture jamming, and for
what reasons they feel these ways. The key question however is if they think culture jamming texts are humorous
and why (or why not).
I will first describe, in the words of the respondents, some examples of different culture jamming activities that they
think funny, and then look into why they find these examples humorous. The interviewee’s responses can also be
placed into some basic functions of humour for culture jamming and so I will be dealing with these functions as
well.

5.8 Humorous Culture jamming Examples
Not as many examples of instances of culture jamming, that people personally thought to be humorous, have been
given as were expected. However some people provide some basic examples of what they feel to be quite humorous
aspects of culture jamming.
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In a culture of cars (referring to the USA) it was interesting to hear of several examples that deal with cars. For
example Matt Trost and Ben Chew both describe subtle additions and alterations to the backs of cars.
“My favourite one to date was the recent stickering of hundreds of SUV’s with bumper stickers that read
proudly ‘I’m Changing the Climate1.’ It was clever, got the message across, and even made the news across
the country.” (Matt Trost, INT 3b)
“One of my favourite bits of culture jamming is to remove the ‘A’ from the back of the Ford Aerostar
Minivan, leaving one with a vehicle labelled the erostar. It’s trivial but gets a lot of exposure and makes
people laugh (at least those who know what Eros means.) […] When I was younger we spray painted the
sign out front of ‘Fuddruckers’ (a burger joint in AZ where I used to live) so that it said ‘FuckRudders’ it
was kinda funny, but most people just got offended and it disappeared quickly. I have come to appreciate a
more subtle approach.” (Ben Chew, INT 4a)
These first two examples, not only as examples of humorous instances according to these individuals, also illustrate
a more socially conscious motive behind the activity while the two examples given by Ben Chew show a more fun,
games and creativity motive behind the jam. The following example is also one that deals with a socially relevant
motive.
“Another example of a funny attempt to ‘jam’ was an email exchange I read about a year ago or so that
circulated the way emails do. It was about how Nike had a promotion in which you could send them text
you wanted printed on your sneakers. You paid for the sneakers and sent the text, then they would print it
on the shoes. This guy wanted ‘sweatshop’ printed on his Nikes. They emailed him back, saying they
would not print it. He replied asking why not. They said they reserved the right to refuse any offensive or
obscene text. He replied that the word sweatshop wasn’t obscene or offensive (to him), and that he simply
wanted the word printed on his shoes as a reminder of who actually made them. Again, they refused.
Several more exchanges occurred and Nike never did print those shoes2.” (Dan, INT 14a)
Kidpele is quite impressed with an organization calling themselves the Biotic Bakers Brigade1, who target high
profile people to throw a specially baked cream pie into their face.
“The biotic bakers brigade is fuuuuuny. Shit that is such a good idea. It’s hard to maintain your illusion of
power when there’s pie dripping from you face…effective, totally and clever too.” (Kidpele, INT 15a)
Two very clever, and in their opinions funny, billboard alteration examples are given by Radio Free Willy and
Kahlil.
“Oh yeah, they [billboard alterations] make my day. We’ve had some winners in L.A., which as a city of
cars is also a city of billboards. […] One great one was on a Bank of America billboard on a busy street,
right over a 7-11, where Bank of America is Lending Now was changed to America is Ending now. I had
to stop and take a picture of that one.” (Radio Free Willy, INT 16a)
“The funniest alteration I’ve ever seen yet was a billboard that originally said, ‘Just because You survived
Drugs, doesn’t mean Your Kids will’. The alteration was ‘Just because You survived Bush, doesn’t mean
your Kids will.’ Hilarious.” (Kahlil, INT 23a)
1
2

For examples on this complete campaign see http://www.changingtheclimate.com/
This email dialogue be be found via the Nike Watch News website: http://www.caa.org.au/campaigns/nike/news
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In both cases the change is very subtle yet highly effective in changing the entire message.
“I think there are lots of examples, many of them are just thought and shared through the imagination of
friends, I think that culture jamming can also be a mental thing, i.e. talking to friends about how you would
change an ad, alter it’s meaning or place a cow in front of that 4WD in the Volvo ad that reads ‘ see the
country, smell the leather’. (Whitewash, INT 22a)

5.9 What is Humorous?
The direct question of ‘what is humorous’ has not been asked as such, of the respondents, but can be slightly
determined by ‘reading between the lines’. Only some specific examples of what can make something humorous
have been given. Subtleties, dark humour, mocking and use of some other basic techniques such as parody, satire,
and word plays are overtly mentioned.

5.9.1 Subtleties
The subtleties of an alteration, i.e. jam, are one important factor. When a change is minimal or so subtle that it is
only recognized upon a closer inspection several things can occur. On one hand the viewer will view the image,
give it no real thought and continue on their way but then when they realize something was not quite right, they do a
‘double take’. The double take idea has already been given as an example by Automator3000 to illustrate his idea of
culture jamming. John of BUGAUP also described this double take idea using a cigarette billboard alteration as an
example.
“The simple addition of the carefully cut wallpaper letters 'INK' could change the coolness factor into a
reminder of how unpleasant smoke is. "What a Sterling Idea!" for the Sterling brand is now altered to
"What a Stinking Idea!" The humour is even greater if the letters look nearly identical so that it's only after
a second look that the change is even noticed.” (John, INT 6a)
The second thing to happen is what we do, or realize, just after we have recognized the alteration. The resolve of
discovering the change generates a humorous situation in our selves as Paul Ryan explains.
“Because of the rarity of culture jamming, using information against other information, I find a certain
satisfaction in the understanding of the culture jamming process. Like figuring out a magic trick, hearing a
bit of collage or seeing a reorganized text, and knowing where the source material came from, and how it
was put together, brings out in me a gleeful satisfaction, that I think other culture jammers share. This is a
knowledge game, a knowledge war, even, and knowing how the individual weapons work brings out a
satisfaction that is not unlike humour.” (Paul Ryan, INT 10a)
These two quotes are good examples of how an incongruity, when first noticed, and if noticed at all, can seem out of
place so the viewer tries to resolve the strange situation. Upon doing so as Paul Ryan mentioned it can bring out a
‘gleeful satisfaction’.
“Sometimes it’s the more subtle messages that ring the loudest. Ghandi overcame British control not by
arming his country and waging bloody war, but simply sitting down. I think when culture jammers take a
more humorous approach to their causes, their messages are heard by a larger number of people.” (Dan,
INT 14a)

1

The Biotic Bakers Brigade is a group that believes in the re-distribution of capital. They feel that people currently controlling the ‘system’
should take themselves less seriously. There site can be found at http://www.asis.com/~agit-prop/bbb/
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5.9.2 Dark Humour
Due to the more seriousness of some of the motives behind culture jamming, for example the destruction of the
environment, or the abuse of third world countries for the ‘developed’ world’s consumption, the message can be
shocking in its nature. As a result the humour used is often a form of dark humour. Eric Stephan mentions that he
found many of the BLF’s images, for example to use a more dark form of humour.
“…it is a dark kind of humour, and I have to admit that most of the examples of humour that I think of on
these posters etc. winds up being dark puns, dark references etc. But this is natural: because the topics
these people want to introduce is ‘the corporate ideology etc is NOT a smiling, happy face, it is evil life
killing face!!!” (Eric Stephan, INT 5a)
In contrast to what the interviewees mention, the billboards analysed in the first part of this study often contain
examples of dark humour usage. The subject matter of many of the analysed billboards dealt with aspects such as
our health as a result of smoking and drinking, or the environment as a result of our over consumption and pollution.
These types of issues are discussed in the interviews but no concrete examples are given.

5.9.3 Mocking Humour
Culture jamming can often make the target out to be silly, to be laughed at. In this, the target, say a multinational
company will be made to look stupid by mocking it. Feeling superior towards a company that has grown so large
and powerful that it would have never seemed possible to make such a company seem an equal. In a way mocking
turns the power structure around. In mocking and making fun of another or a company for example, the jammer as
the mocker is getting the audience to laugh at the company.
“When I drive down the road and I see an ad for Microsoft Money or something like that, I think three
things: 1.) My culture is dead, 2.) My land is gone, and 3.) Almost everyone else likes it that way. Thus, if
I see a big media conglomerate sign or commercial (which have become the symbols for our society) get
defaced, it's ultimately humorous. Their sugar-coated message is completely spoiled. They're getting made
fun of. The soulless entity known as the Microsoft Corporation is now nothing more than a moneygrubbing giant who can't write a program that won't crash.” (Matt Trost, INT 3a)
The BUGAUP movement, in using mockery frequently in their targeting of the tobacco and alcohol giants in
Australia came to be seen as a powerful force.
“In Australia someone a bit naughty, cheeky and funny in a relatively harmless way – ‘a larrikin’ – is
admired. The little man standing up against the powerful force is also admired.” (John, INT 6a)
The desired effect of this kind of humour (a function of humour that will be discussed below) is that the public will
hopefully choose the side of the BUGAUP activists, as was the case in Australia.
“While the advertisers and tobacco companies appeared very po-faced about this ‘vandalism’ the public
identified with the cleverness and humour of the activists. Essentially humour brought public opinion to
our side.” (John, INT 6a)

5.9.4 Other Techniques
The categorization that has been made so far has been based on general examples that have been given by the
interviewees. There are many other techniques that have been mentioned such as parody, satire, puns and other
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forms of word play, that have not backed up with examples, but are merely recognized as techniques that are
available to use in culture jamming. Many of these techniques can also be found used in the billboard alterations
that are analyzed in the previous chapter.

5.10 Functions of Humour for Culture jamming
The interviewees give various answers in describing the effectiveness of culture jamming, why they feel culture
jamming humorous, and if it is or is not a good tool to be included in culture jamming activities in general. These
answers resemble some of the basic functions of humour that have also been described in the theory chapter on
humour.
The respondent’s answers have been grouped into several categories regarding the functions of humour and culture
jamming. These groupings are entertainment and attention, disarming, recall, and persuasiveness.

5.10.1 Entertainment & Attention
As in most advertising the viewer nearly always wants something in return for viewing a message. Culture jamming
diced with humour, the humour being the ‘payment’ for the viewer, is entertaining and will most likely gain
attention towards any message that is included. At least this is the result that is hoped for. Jeff Oswald and Kevin
MacDonald both gave Adbusters among others, as examples of effective jamming that entertains while at the same
time gains an awareness or brings attention to a certain issue.
“I think the key to being effective is to be entertaining enough to keep people's attention. Adbusters is
pretty good at this. Tactics are very important, and jammers need to know what will and won't work with
their target audience. Old style protests with picket lines and slogan chants are mostly ignored. The media
cover the confrontations for sensational value and ignore the core cause of the protests. Jammers have to be
able to steer the media in the direction of the message. Sometimes it's easy. Sometimes it's not. People do
not like to be preached at or jeered. That's the best way to alienate the audience you're trying to reach.”
(Jeff Oswald, INT 13a).
“There’s a whole range of stuff out there, ranging from the high-quality stuff Adbusters puts out to the
small time stuff individuals turn out. Most are generally pretty good, they get the point across while
generating a few laughs.” (Kevin MacDonald, INT 17a)
BUGAUP also tries not to alienate, but to entertain and gain attention for their message by using humour. The
example John of the BUGAUP movement describes has been used several times already.
“Humour is firstly an attention grabber. Secondly, everyone likes a comedian. Make 'em laugh and they're
with you. While the advertisers and tobacco companies appeared very po-faced about this 'vandalism' the
public identified with the cleverness and humour of the activists. Essentially humour brought public
opinion to our side.” (John, INT 6a)
As for any medium, attention towards the message and the medium are important factors otherwise the message will
not likely be interpreted or even seen. Humour is useful in this regard because it gains people’s attention to the
message as both Hovagimayan and Jeff Oswald explained.
“One uses mass media by creating situations that highlight whatever your message is. Humour is a good
way to do this. It gets the media’s attention. The best type of new media humour is stuff that is painfully
funny.” (G.H.Hovagimayan, INT 8a)
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“With the Big Brother project, a lot of people let us know that they disagreed with what we were doing.
But most of them said they paid attention because they like the way we were doing it with humour and
parody. We were also willing to make ourselves the butt of the joke at times when our tactics weren’t
effective.” (Jeff Oswald, INT 13a)
Humour can highlight the message that is included in the whole culture jam. Highlighting a message with humour
can have a secondary effect in that it also can get people to start thinking about the humour involved and thus
perhaps talking to others about it.
“I think when culture jamming takes a more humorous approach to their causes, their messages are heard
by a larger number of people. Humour gets people talking (and maybe even thinking).” (Dan, INT 14a)

5.10.2 Disarming
Humour can disarm and this disarmament can be interpreted in several different ways. Humour can disarm
seriousness, problems, and differences people may have in society. The idea of disarming via humour, explained in
general literature as a function of humour, deals more with the disarmament of a taboo. Jammers in disarming
seriousness, problems or differences are dealing with subjects that others may see as taboo subjects. There are
numerous taboos that are being dealt with, alternative subjects not frequently discussed openly in many (western)
cultures. Topics such as sex, drugs, authority, foul language and death are but a few. I have chosen to deal more
with general situations, i.e. seriousness, problems and differences people may have in society.
Disarming Seriousness
Disarming the seriousness in society is what many jammers are trying to achieve. They are attempting to spice up
life a little, as they feel there are too many people caught in ‘a’, or ‘the’ system that take themselves far too
seriously. The jammer’s view is that people need to slow down, and see the ‘subtext of life’, as Kevin MacDonald
(INT 17a) suggests. Culture jamming does this by creating a strange situation that is ultimately going to cause the
reader to question the reality they are experiencing. It is causing them to stop and think for a moment about what
they see and hear. At least that is the hope of many of the jammers. Bjorn Blonk and John both suggested that
humour can break the serious aspect of an original message in its influence upon us.
“We know that they know that we know what they know is how to influence us. So they make us laugh by
puns, tricking us into it. The best way to make people aware is to use the same means they [the advertising
industry] do and make it obvious. By making it obvious, advertisements will have to change. Because
nobody likes to be lured into something.” (Bjorn Blonk, INT12a)
“Cigarette advertisers only have one thing to sell – image. Humour shatters the cozy reassurance of the
image they want to project for their brand. Make ‘em laugh at the original message and the image being
sold is gone. What is more, whenever the message is repeated the humour continues to subvert in the
reader’s eye. A humorous message is noticed, read, enjoyed and remembered more than a serious one.”
(John, INT 6a)
Disarming Problems
Disarming the complexity of a situation can put things in perspective. Making a problem, whatever it may be, less
serious, will also eventually alleviate the angst towards the problem. Humour can help reduce the seriousness of a
problem and help reduce the fears towards these problems, so that they can be overcome, as Matt Trost explains.
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“People need a chance to laugh at the problems of today in order to finally overcome them. For example, if
I we're a Democrat, and a Republican came up to me and told me that ‘Al Gore tried to steal the election.
Bush won, fair and square’ I would say to myself, ‘Ugh. Same-old, same-old. Stupid Republicans!’ But if I
saw a ‘Sore-Loserman1’ sign, I'd probably think... ‘Well, ok. Maybe all this recount stuff did get a little out
of hand..." (Matt Trost, INT 3a)
“Over all as far as humour goes with culture jamming, people who are working against a certain target can
learn to laugh at it, and most importantly not fear it. And people who are part of the monster can maybe
realize not to take themselves so seriously. In culture jamming, laughter is the best medicine.” (Matt Trost,
INT 3a)
Disarming Differences
Humour can disarm in the sense that it lessens the boundaries of a communication gap on an issue. It can help
reduce the differences people may have on an issue. Kahlil and Robbie Conal, for example recognise that humour
can bring people closer together on issues.
“It’s been my experience that a person is most likely to be turned off (sometimes for good) by a new way of
thinking if their first experience or impression of that belief is terribly radical. I think humour goes a long
way in bridging that initial gap between people who may be at polar opposites of an issue.” (Kahlil, INT
23a)
“Humour penetrates the protective membrane that resists the reception of ideas people disagree with or find
unfamiliar. It’s disarming, enjoyable.” (Robbie Conal, INT 1a)
Ben Chew saw that humour can, in showing how silly an issue perhaps is, allow people to become less particular
about the issue at stake.
“It [humour] can be very effective. If you can make people realize just how ridiculous something really is,
they are less likely to become passionate about it or obsessed with it. On the other side of the coin, humour
is relative, and you have to consider who you are trying to talk to when you use it.” (Ben Chew, INT 4a)
The disarming effect of humour as a result of laughter is as Kidpele described, a basic instinct that can get us not to
think about an issue self-consciously, but basically to make us go with our first reactions. In this way humour can
alleviate some of the restrictions that are in place regarding the way we think about issues.
“Laughter is an instinct and it erases self-consciousness. This is a conflicted culture of self-denial and
material excess…it’s a balance totally out of whack….and there’s got to be an equalizer…laughter is my
weapon…and I’m not talking about a pansy ass giggle or an intellectual chuckle, I’m talking about filthyold-man deep belly shaking LAUGHTER that strips the paint off doorways and echoes through the rooms.”
(Kidpele, INT 15a)
Humour can also be so disarming to actually be physically disarming as Whitewash mentions to be one of the more
welcomed results of a jam.
“Yeah the best jams have to make you smile, if not laugh until you cake yourself.” (Whitewash, INT 22a)

1

There is a whole site dedicated to this play on words: http://www.soreloserman2000.com/
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5.10.3 Recall
Remembering and recalling a message that has been seen is one of the main goals of advertising. Humour can
increase the chances of a person remembering what they have seen, maybe not the actual message but at least a basic
concept. The subtle changes, according to Rolo of the BUGAUP movement, and also Automator3000, can have
some effect on the recall, or ability to remember the jam, and hopefully the included message.
“The aim is to make the minimum of changes to the original ‘message’; that usually gets the most laughs
and makes it more memorable.” (Rolo, INT 2a)
“Humour is extremely effective when trying to pass any type of information; the public will always
remember someone or something that made them laugh. It’s been a long time since I was able to recite the
Greek alphabet but I still remember jokes I heard when I was eight years old.” (Rolo, INT 2a)
“So with humour, people will linger of the jam, maybe tell their friends and co-workers about the funny
billboard that said ‘Can you ever have too much money – Ghandi’ ha ha ha … and for every 10 people who
they tell, maybe one or two might get the point and WOW, the jam was successful.” (Automator3000, INT
19a)

5.10.4 Persuasiveness
To persuade others, to get them to at least think about alternative issues can be achieved through using humour.
The idea that humour can have an element of persuasion flows forth out of the other functions of humour; attention
creation and disarmament of people’s ideas about an issue. The idea of disarmament, followed by an attempt to
persuade can be increased. Paul Ryan and Danny Nutter recognise that humour can help in both of these functions.
“How do you get your version of culture to seem better than everybody else’s? Make it funny. […] If you
can warm the audience up to the idea of change by making them NOT THINK first, just make them laugh,
they’ll think about it later, since they already accepted the humour they will think less harshly about the
rhetoric contained within. That’s how satire works. […] To change culture, you have to use culture’s rules.
Fight fire with fire, you’ll get more flies with honey than vinegar, and so on.” (Paul Ryan, INT 10a)
“People are stubborn. They don’t change their views easily. You can’t beat a serious message into them
because they will automatically reject it as something they don’t support or relate to. But if you can find
some common ground through humour you’re one step closer to getting them to actually think about your
message.” (Danny Nutter, INT 20a)
Humour can attempt to create a group feeling to swing people’s opinions or ideas on an issue. As BUGAUP activist
John, in a quote used several times already, explained.
“Make em’ laugh and they’re with you. While the advertisers and tobacco companies appeared very pofaced about this ‘vandalism’ the public identified with the cleverness and humour of the activists.
Essentially the humour brought the public opinion to our side.” (John, INT 6a)
Humour can be helpful in trying to shift people’s attitudes on a subject in highlighting the situation, and stirring up
people’s ideas on the subject, as Hovagimyan and Wantbuyhave suggested.
“One uses mass media by creating situations that highlight whatever your message is. Humour is a good
way to do this. It gets the media’s attention. The best type of new Media humour is stuff that is painfully
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funny. If you want people to change their attitudes you have to shake them up and make them think.
Humour works well in that capacity.” (G.H.Hovagimyan, INT 8a)
“…humour and satire subverts our accepted beliefs and tricks us into laughing before we can judge. Before
we know it the message has infiltrated our defences and we are more likely to let it question our beliefs”
(Wantbuyhave, INT 9a)
Changing a person’s attitudes, beliefs and or opinions on an issue is not entirely as easy as it has been described in
the quotes above. However, humour in culture jamming activities, or any other message or activity, can help
increase the persuasiveness of the message.

5.10.5 Summary of Functions
Attention getting, entertainment, disarmament, recall and persuasiveness are some of the basic functions that were
generally noted by the interviewee’s. The final quote, from Kevin MacDonald, is one that sums up a general idea of
the role of using humour in culture jamming activities.
“Humour is an excellent tool for activists and culture jammers. Most of mainstream society finds activist
and culture jamming activities to be ‘wrong’ and disdainful. When using humour to get your point across
though, your idea becomes more accessible and more likely to be noticed by the public. Humour takes the
edge off a topic that may be unpleasant to begin with. Instead of ramming it down people’s throats and
trying to make them understand through shock alone, a clever individual will add a dose of humour to make
their point go down a bit easier. And when it comes right down to it, everyone likes to laugh, so why not
appeal to them as best as you can.” (Kevin MacDonald, INT 17a)

5.11 Conclusions of Humour
“…it [humour] can cut though the complexities of intellectual debate and get right to the point.” (Lachlann
Partridge, INT 11a2)
Between the various examples of humorous culture jamming and what people found humorous in these instances,
several functions of humour for culture jamming emerge. These basic functions are the entertainment and attention
getting, the disarmament of serious situations, problems and differences, the recall factor and basic persuasiveness.
These functions as tools, help contribute to the culture jammer’s activities.

5.12 Interview Analysis Discussion and Conclusions
Certain conclusions can be drawn from the interviews. Culture jamming is primarily a means of offering protest,
through alternative or creative channels, and it often includes elements of humour to increase the chances of the
underlying message to be seen or heard, digested and hopefully understood and accepted. Culture jammers are
discussing reality, and the way it is interpretated. Their activities are eclectic and wide-ranging in their nature.
The concepts and ideas of these culture jammers however, do contain certain similar elements and these elements
can be grouped into several categories. Culture jamming can be done as a means of thought provocation to get us to
think about consumerism and control, awareness and change and the public sphere (or lack of in many cases). It can
be done just for fun, as a game and it can also be done merely to interrupt the transmission of a message.
Several functions of humour for culture jamming emerged from the various interviews. These functions, as just
mentioned, included entertainment and attention getting, the disarmament of serious situations, problems and
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differences, recall and basic persuasiveness. These functions can help the culture jammer have more leverage in the
serious aspects of their activities. If we look at culture jamming from the point of view that it is done as a means of
changing some aspect in society for the better, activists have a hard enough time as is to try to do this. Using the
functions of humour, culture jammer can achieve some of their goals.
An indirect result of one side of culture jamming, that it is fun to do, is that it is inevitably liberating. Creativity, fun
and the ‘game’ aspect that some individuals try to include in culture jamming activities, makes it an activity that is
hard to be seen in a negative way. When humour, fun, games, and upbeat-ness are included even the target of the
humour can possibly have a hard time not to see some good in the activity, or text. This is present in the idea behind
culture jamming, in trying to reduce some of the seriousness in society. Others argue that in using such non-serious
measures the true underlying message of culture jamming, for social protest, would, or could, be overlooked thus
missing the whole possible purpose of the jamming. There is a fine line to be drawn thus in not losing touch with
the real motives behind the activity, which is in most cases to gain attention to a message regarding a pressing
social, economical, or political issue or issues. The interviewees differed thus in the priorities they gave to either of
these aspects.
Advertising and culture jamming are almost two sides of the same coin. They both use similar techniques in
persuasion and other tactics to get their messages to an audience with the most powerful effects. Many culture
jammers who themselves previously worked in the advertising field, chose to ‘step over to the other side’ and
essentially fight what they had been working for until then. These kinds of individuals are often those that take the
advertising techniques and reuse them against the advertising industry. They have come to the conclusion that if
they can do it then so can we! The jammers however, take the tactics a step further and come across as more
aggressive some times. They do not necessarily stay within the boundaries of the law for example.
On another note many advertisers have begun to incorporate the same tactics as aggressively used by culture
jammers, into their advertising campaigns. Culture jammers are essentially borrowing symbols, signs and other
representations from advertisers, so eventually advertising will start to borrow, not the symbols and signs but the
tactics. Many of the different ‘tactics’ used by jammers have come from the advertising world yet are being used in
a guerrilla style fashion. It will take some time before the large old style army of advertising discovers this new
form of message war fare; communication guerrillas are the culture jammers and vice-versa.
“Effective jamming is anonymous and powerful. It uses in-band signalling to create a stronger signal than
the one being blocked, but also one that conveys as little of its own information as possible, so as not to get
caught and taken out. The advertising campaigns in question here open channels. They communicate with
the public, largely symbolically. Some shared symbol of something desirable in life is associated with
some consumer product. This denies the use of this symbol to artists and storytellers. We don’t like having
all the available semiotics in this culture hijacked in this manner. Nor do we like the venal and mendacious
uses to which they are being put, instead of more uplifting communication.” (Radio Free Willy, INT 16a)
There also must be something said about the idea that humour in culture jamming perhaps has come into being
because of the ridiculousness of the situation that many jammers have come to find themselves in. The state of the
world, socially, politically, economically and physically is not great. There is a fine balance between the pessimism
and optimism. On the one hand, pessimistically, the view is that there is really nothing that can be done to fix our
deplorable situation so why bother to try to change it. Optimistically speaking anything is possible and we can and
do have successes in fighting the injustices and problems of the world. Culture jamming laced with humour is
settled somewhere in-between the pessimism and optimism. Culture jammers have perhaps come to see the almost
impossible situation that they find themselves in, that the world is in, and therefore are perhaps merely shrugging off
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this apathy with humour. They are also at the same time secretly keeping some small ounce of hope alive in
continuing to jam.
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Chapter Six - Conclusions
“Sentiment without action is the ruin of the soul” – Edward Abbey
The title of this thesis has been borrowed from George Orwell and I feel it says a great deal about humour and
culture jamming. It also connects very nicely with something an American environmental activist, Edward Abbey
once said, quoted above; “Sentiment without action is the ruin of the soul” (Abbey in Lasn, 1999:117). Humour in
the form of a joke can be revolutionary because it can liberate the mind and soul. The first step to physical
liberation has to start with the mind and soul, and once freed, anything is possible. This kind of action, and that the
essence of humour can be so revolutionary, has been picked up on by culture jammers, who use it as a very effective
tool to initiate critical thought and create awareness about our reality and about our culture. They are taking the
sentiment and acting upon it.
I have described how culture jamming is primarily a means of offering protest, through alternative or creative
channels and that it does often include elements of humour to increase the chances of the underlying message being
seen or heard, digested and hopefully understood and accepted. Culture jammers discuss and debate reality, even
joke about it and the way it is interpreted or should be interpreted. As a means of thought provocation, to get us to
think about consumerism and control, or as awareness and consciousness about the public sphere (or lack of, in
many cases), use of humour in culture jamming activities can be useful in many different ways as discussed.
Not only the results of culture jamming, billboard alterations for example, can be given humorous interpretations,
but also the process of creating, and the context of viewing various culture jamming activities can be humorous.
Process and active participation, as recognised and discussed by the interviewees in the previous chapter have
illustrated this.
Humour is dependant on culture and culture is very dynamic. Since culture itself is an informational guide or
reference to how people basically perceive their surroundings, culture jamming is redirecting the way they may read
these references, and also indirectly how they experience their surroundings. Even though many of the practical
methods of jamming are similar, i.e. media sabotage, billboard alterations, media hoaxing, subversion, computer
hacking, and elements of graffiti, the ideological issues behind many actions vary. For whatever the reasons though,
culture jamming is having a slight resurgence in targeting large commercial organisations, corporate entities and / or
other unaccountable media, which stand out from the rest in their high profile branding and advertising tactics.
Culture jammers tactics, and the use of humour helps them ‘stand out’ in the abundance of information, or
information overload we receive and experience in our daily lives. Their tactics often closely resemble bold
guerrilla style warfare of which the aim is twofold: to demoralize the enemy and empower the popular base by
getting them to participate in an action that shows the all-powerful opposition is indeed vulnerable. The result is
that ‘the enemy’ is more often than not provoked into a response that further saps their credibility and resources in
what is a political or ideological battle. Humour is effective in this genre of warfare as it evolves and can stay on the
cutting edge, which is also a benefit for jammers as they also use many advertising tricks in their own ways to
subvert the mainstream tactics. This idea, to subvert the mainstream, dominant paradigm in which we view the
world, is the underlying goal.
I started this thesis because I had an interest in the culture jamming phenomenon with which I quickly became
intrigued. To begin with, I wanted to learn more about why I found the various culture jamming examples I had
experienced humorous. This quickly led to looking at the role of humour in general and later, after investigating
more about the ideas and concepts of culture jamming itself, specifically to the role of humour in culture jamming
activities. This last part has been the main research question I have investigated.
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So what is the role of humour in culture jamming activities? Well for starters it entertains. Also making the
audience smile can bring their defences down with regard to messages they may not have come in contact with. In
that case humour disarms – on different levels – for all involved. Humour liberates. Both manifest and latent use of
humour can be found in culture jamming activities. Culture is one aspect of life that belongs to everyone because
every individual helps contribute to it. The public sphere is another. Both characteristic subcultures and the public
sphere are slowly being eroded away by commercialisation and privatization among other things. Culture jamming
is one way of changing the direction of this erosion. The use of humour in this form of uprising is beneficial in
making the rebellion seem less of a rebellion and more of a natural evolution. From the audience’s point of view
this can be beneficial as many people seem to be naturally conservative with regard to change. Humour’s role in all
this is making the idea of a resistance easier to swallow. Making light of serious issues in the world today makes
them easier to deal with. Creating an interaction, identity – a community – may lead to more of a public sphere
concept as people seem to interact more easily in situations where the ice has been broken, which is often through
the use of humour. The only ‘capital’ many people have left is culture and their use of it; keeping it from being
eroded by various processes, is what can give them an identity. Their jamming in the form of reframing reality is
their active participation, outside the boundaries of ‘normally accepted culture – that prescribed to them by the
mainstream.
This research has been carried out, looking primarily from the activist’s point of view. The ideas of the culture
jammer, their interpretations of jamming and their views on humour with regard to culture jamming has been the
focus of this study. An interesting subject for further research would be to investigate how the media, and the
general targets of many of these culture jamming activities see these activities. The media will inevitably have to
give more attention to these kinds of activities as culture jamming is gaining momentum. How do the media frame
culture jamming? How do the media and other ‘targets’ of culture jammers, view and present culture jamming?
This study also dealt more with jamming in ‘Western’ cultures. Is this form of activism usable in different cultures,
non-western cultures? Is there a need? As humour is culturally defined, it might be interesting to go even deeper
into specific, individual countries’ cultures and see how they compare in the use of humour for activism, i.e. culture
jamming. These are all questions that have not been dealt with here, but yet do deserve future investigation.
The resurgence of culture jamming, a collective name for the various sub cultural practices, is growing. For too
long people have stood on the sidelines and done nothing. The complications of doing nothing while the
surrounding world changes or is changed by others who have no true moral, social, political or economical zeitgeist
that should be beneficial to everyone, to the world, has finally started to wear on many people’s minds. These
people are becoming, or have long been, aware of the negative effects of globalism and commercialism (and many
other issues). The power of huge multinational corporations has become a chilling factor that maintains poverty
levels in certain regions of the world, so that they can remain wealthy. The continuous rape of the third world, or
developing countries’ resources by the more wealthy regions of the world, the lack of dignity and respect with which
these regions and their peoples are treated, simply because they have not yet become viable commercial zones where
rich commercial conglomerates can sell their products, and the homogenisation of cultures, not only outside North
American but also within – in the numerous sub cultures, to the extent that they are all showing signs of closely
resembling North American consumer culture must be deterred. The media’s influential power in perpetuating and
spreading this ‘culture’ has been and will inevitably be one of the continuing targets of culture jamming. Many
people of the ‘western’ world, whose companies and leaders support these aspects, have realized that it can no
longer continue in such a way and they are doing something about it. Via alternative means they are helping to
create a consciousness in people, with the hope that they will act on their invoked sentiment.
The world is in a sorry state of affairs and life would be unbearable with out some positiveness. An indirect result of
one side of culture jamming is that it is fun to do. Creativity, fun and the ‘game’ aspect that some individuals try to
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consciously include in their jamming activities, makes it an activity that is hard to be seen in a negative way. When
humour, fun, games, and positvity are included even the target of the humour can possibly have a hard time not to
see some good in the activity, or text. This eases the resolve of eventually accepting the underlying message of the
jam. Reducing the seriousness of some of the situations in society is one background effect, an added bonus to
many culture jammers. Others argue that in using such non-serious measures the true underlying message of culture
jamming, for social protest, would, or could, be overlooked thus missing the whole possible purpose of the jamming.
There is thus a fine line to be drawn in not losing touch with the real motives behind the activity, which is in most
cases to gain attention to a message regarding a pressing social, economical, or political issue or issues. This is a
mobilisation towards a popular change. It is an ongoing process “…aimed at maintaining or increasing the bottomup power of the people within the system. It results in the softening of the harsh extremities of power, it produces
small gains for the weak, it maintains their esteem and identity. It is progressive, but not radical” (Fiske, 1989:188).
Humour is a very powerful tool for many reasons, some of which were explained in the chapter on humour, and can
be extended into many other areas of reality, of life, not only just in culture jamming activities. It creates a sense of
friendliness, companionship, presence of ease, and peacefulness. A smile can go a long way in reducing tension,
easing pain and showing friendliness, if made in these circumstances. These aspects are dreadfully needed in the
world today as there is not enough friendly laughter heard.
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